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PREFACE

Rachel Carson wrote "If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of
wonder...he needs the companionship of at least one Adult who can share it,
rediscovering with him the joy; excitement and myStery of the world we live
in." For her young nephew, Rachel Carson provided this companionship.

Companionship and teaching, I believe, go_hand in hand. Teachers w o
are committed to sharing the world with children often leave a lasting
impact on those children. This sourcebook, Science Experiences for
Preschoolers, suggests many opportunities for ir,elving children in the
world around them Open the book to any page; LESI Sourcebooks are
collections of experiences to be sampled as you see fit. CES1 is certain
that you will enjoy using this book as much as the children will enjoy the
experiences.

Science Ex eriences for Preschoolers is fourth in a series of
sourcebooks compi ed by CESI and pub is ed by ERIC/SMEAC. To Leon Ukens
who compiled and edited this sourcebook, CES1 owes a debt of gratitude.
Our friends at ERIC/SMEAC made it possible; we say "thank you." And, of
course, we appreciate the contributions of the many authors whose
collective work comprises this sourcebook.

Barry A. VanDeman
President, CES1 1985-86
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"Probably the single greatest_contribution which early education in science
can make to a people is the development of a belief based on evidence, that
they can to some extent influence the direction and quality of their
destiny."

Mary BOdd Rowe



DESCRIPTION OF THE COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRESCHOOLER

by Gerald Wm. Foster

Four-year olds cannot learn and do some of the thingp a ten=year old is
capable of_doing. By this_acknowledgement,_it is recognized that-there is
a hierarchy to intellectue, development. Jean Piaget and his followers:
have:interviewed numerous children to formulate a theory_of_intellectJal
development_that_supports_a_hierarchy. Piaget_has_written about _stages of
intellectual development that are on a continuum_from simple sensory
interactions with the environment to a complex interaction of abstract
mental operations.

This continuum consists:of four major:stages characterized by substages.
The four stages begin_with_the sensori,motor, followed by the
preoperationali concrete_operationali and formal operational; All children
move intellectually_through_the stages_but__not at the same time_ and same
rate.__Likewise,_since the stages are a-continuum, a child may be in more
than one_stage at_the same time. According to Piaget,-there is an
approximate-age at which-each stage occurs, but it would be incorrect to
label a-child with one of the four stages. Because most:preschoolers will
be in the first two stages1 we will lock at these in a little more detail.

To begin with, the sensori-motor stage (birth to approximately two years of
age) is chcracterized by the child exploring the immediate environment by
observing, making noises and sound, and particularly, through touching.
The coordination of senses and physical action occurs, but using any kind
of logic does not.

The preoperational stage,_approximately two years to six years, is
characterized by the development of internal representation of objects and
things in the environment. Objects become permanent at this stage and do
not disappear. It is also characterized by the child learning to give
objects representation by symbols such as words and drawings. Language
occurs in monologues and repetitive statements because the child is still
centered on self, and there is not much communication.

Play, imitating adult s. animals, etc., and make believe are also ways that
children at this stage use symbolism to represent their environment. They
play house, store, imitate T.V. shows, and make up monsters. dragons, etc.
They are usually incapable of cooperative type play before ',le age of four
years. In other words, they cannot follow predetermined sets of rules but
make up their own rules as well as change them while they are in the midst
of play.

The formation1 of logic not present during the preoperational stage.
Even though objects have permanence, children may not be able to conserve
amounts of objects if the shape changes. For example, a lump of clay
formed in a ball may appear bigger or smaller to a child if it is formed
into an oblong shape. The child is not capable of reversing thought back



to the_ori9inal_shape_of the_clay and_realizing_that_the_amount of_clay is
the same even_though the_shape has changed._ The_preoperational child is
also influenced_by perceptions. The child may think the house in the
distance is really small or that the railroad really,narrows. By observing
drawings of children-at this age level, one can see howhperceptions:
influence how they place houses, trees, etc., on the side of a mountain.

According to_Piaget; developmental_thought is_influenced by_four factors;
The_four_factors are nervous system_maturation, socialization_with_others;
experience_with objects,_and self-regulation; _Self-regulation is the most
important of the four factors. When learning occurs; it_is because a
discrepant:event occurs between the child's mental-structures and the
environment, -This disequilibrium in the child's thinking_occurs because of
the combined factors of maturation, social interactions, and experience.
With_the help of these factors, the:_child mentally:operates on the
discrepant evens,--and internalizes the new_information into existing mental
operations_or_the_new_inf _ation_causes a restructuring_of_mental
structure_into a different organization; It is through this self-
regulation process that a child moves from one stage to the next.

Reference:

Bybee, Rodger_W., and:RobertiLiSund. Piaget for Educators. Columbus,
OH: CharleS E. Merrill PubliShing Co., 1982.
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INTEGRATING SCIENCE INTO THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM

by Joan Tephly

From hand to mouth, from viewing to sniffing, the young child uses all
available_sensesto_explore the world; And much of what attracts the young
child's_attention is the natural world. All experiences flow together; An
apple, a painting of an apple, and a silly story about apples--all
contributelo a child's knowledge about,apples. This whOlistic exploration
Of the world represents the natUre Of the young child.

The environment_and curriculum_for the_young_child_must acknowledge this
wholistic_approach; _The-attention span of the young child is_short, and
teacher-led_group activities need to be of short duration. While many
patterns:exist in early childhood settings for the management,of open-
exploration times;_the,need forithe availability of teacher-planned
activities and materials presents a constant ongoing challenge._ It it ih
fulfilling this type of need that integration becomes a_meaningfUl Way to
extend curriculum themes--and science exposures fit in easily to this
approach;

The nature of science when viewed as a construction of the human mind in an
attempt to-explain observable and manipulative phenomena is far more
wholistic than the delivery of-it under its established disciplines-would
leadius to,believe. !Some of the great early:and:present day scientists:
would not have made their contributions if:they had:limited their mental
explorations to_the_structure_of_a_disciplinei, Creativityi
enhanced by an_expansive_exploration_of phenomena; _Nourishment of
divergent thinking should begin in early childhood and continue into
adulthood;

The nature of:science as it can be approached by the preschool child must
also be considered-in curriculum planning; Aspects of the scientifit
proce§s_can_be_applied_to_the_early_childhood_classroom; First; the_young
child is a natural observer;_and,_as mentioned_earlier, observation can
come_through_varied_sensory modalities._ Second, because these are also-
critical_years for language growth-, a major role for-the preschool teacher
is to,guide children in identification (and the vocabulary needed for it)
and classification schemes (and their needed vocabulary). Examples:: What
color-is-the snow? (Yesi_the snow is_whitei) How does the snow-feel? (It

HdiTaTet the apple leTin (Tris- smooth.) BP* al77Wil-77'sect--
whir757 it_doin it fl _Is it walking2 Is it swimming!? ITETsTit
iS flying now; Does it have How_manyl (S4x0

An_overview of a few questions-like this highlight the significance of the
teacher's role as a guide-and facilitator--and much of this opportunity
will:occur spontaneously in the classroom setting.: The earlY thildhOod
teacher must be prepared to use spontaneous happenings as "Moments of
learning."

6 18



Prediction is a third-aspect of-the scientific process:which_can also be
applied in working:with young:children. :The young child'S latk of
experience can lead to some wild_predictionsi_and this_should _be kept in
mind inievaluating_the effectiveness of_a prediction_experience. _The use
of_"magic" with young_children_is extremely effective in_fostering:
curiosity; again because of their relative lack_of experience and-knowledge.
Prediction can_be_introduced in_two-ways; One is the identification of
children's:predictions before_ the observable-event: :What do you think will
happen to the snow if we bring it indoors? Accept all-ideas as good
guesses, even after the correct:_predictions have been_identified, _Make all
children feel theirideasiare of _value_and worth_expressing--even if_they
turniout_to be_wrong._ This is the true_scientific investigative attitude
and it_can be_fostered early. The_second approach to prediction is with
the "magic"_observable phenomena first; For_example, evaporate the water:
out of_an electric fry pan; The children will-be amazed. Then ask them to
describe what happened. This is-really an "after the fact":observation and
description, not-a prediction. :Use:the observation_to elicit_children's
predictions of what will-occur if-the- event is repeated: What do_you think
will_happen if we boil the water_in the fry pan_again?_ The__predictable
repeatability_of the_event will_guide_the_childremtoward_the conscious
realization that_there_are constant repeatable events in this world, and,
in_some cases;_they can_have control over-these events. _You will:have
taken them through a fourth dimension of the scientific process--testing.

Scientific principles can also be presented to the preschool ages. The
teacher must,:however, realize the limitation_of young_children's_thinking.
Scientific principles_must be_worded_in_language appropriate_to young
thildren._Instead_of describing_the behavior of water molecules when
exposed to increased_temperaturen_a teacher_must_say, something like,:"When
water_becomes hot enough, it changes to a gas like the air all around us."
Most four7 and five=year olds will believe this happened; most-will even:
believe that, under the same circumstances, it will happen again;_several
will be able to echo what the teacher said, but the process_will_not be
understood. _Piagetian_theory_has_shown the_extreme difficulty_young
children_have_understanding_concepts_until_they are developmentally:ready;
Does_that_mean that such curricular_ material shou;d not be presented? _No,
because in the_child's memory will be aspects of the-experience-even if Wot
fully understood. Even asking a question of young children: withoUt:
answering it7=I wonder:what-would happen to this snow if I brought it
indoors?--suggests to the child a meaningful question to ask and check out
someday.

These_types_of_opportunities to_guide children along scientific thinking
processes or toward the_acquisition of basic scientific knowledge occur
throughout an early childhood program. The teacherrprepared presentation
of experiences and materials isnot:course, the:most obvious way to:teach
science. It is what this sourcebook is primarily:about. :Teacher-planned
activities will naturally lend themselves to involvement in other_planning
areas. If you are discussing spacena_spaceship and astronaut dress-up is
a_natural and_exciting_extension in_the dramatic-play area; _Making :

astronaut_gear_or developing a mission-control center could be part of the
art/woodworking activities. A cooking activity could revolve around the

7
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types of food astronauts take into space (and Why). Books could be used to
extend understanding-7and:don't be_ afraid Of the Star Wars_fantasies_ _

because they_provide:a valuable opportunity_ to help children separate fact
and fantasy (some_will _be able to andsom_e_won't; but again; you_are _

teaching:the idea) The outdoor climber might_become a spaceship, and::
games like_"Jumping on the Moon"* can be played. Use poetry,: such as the
Mother Goose rhyme where the cat jumps over:the moon,:and books; including
mythsagain:to:let children:have fun: with fantasy and also to realize that
people used to have diferent ideas about space in the past

Approach science from spontaneous_happenings in the childrens lives.
Examples: Sally lost her first_toothand suddenly you are studying teeth
and maybe_other_parts of_the_human body; One of the guppies in your fish
bowl_givesbirth right during your session==and suddenly animal
reproduction is-a natural to study. Donny brings:his new two-Wheeled bike
to_showand suddenly, should you study safety, wheels, machines; gravity
(there are so many ways one could go)?

The more:you try to integrate_the curious and wholistic_approach of the
young child,the easier it will become; You will have more "science
things" to do than you will probably have time for!!

*jumping fun on a small trampoline or inflatable tube jumper



SCIENCE IS BEING THERE

by Emmy 1. Widmer

For_young learners;_science is; literally,_being there. "There" réfert td
a setting_ which encourages multisensory opportunitiet_to ekperiente;_to__
developiwholesome attitudes1-sharpen _powers of_obteriationi_whet_curiosity,
check_clues, discoverinew informationi_searth for_causes;_and_stimulate
further:interests. 'Although:_understanding of processes will be tentative
and sketthy:,:it is_here_at_the_preschool_and_early childhood levels that
COntepts will bUd_and be_nourished through observation, hands=on
exploration and experimentation.

"Being thlre" includes "messing about." TeaChert WhO are thenitelVeS aware
of the spellbinding wonders: which unfold_iti dittoVeriet behind the

questions,:"how,","why;"irwherei"_"when;"_And__!'hoW_COMe_will_not be guilty
of merely tolerating_the mess_this process_approach often_entails._ In
faCt; "MetSing_about" needs_to_be viewed__as_the very_heart of a vital
ttience_curriculum_at_any and all_developmental levels. -This "playing
aroundi" as it is also_viewed by the unenlightened; is the very_act by
which our young begin to make sense_of the physical world-_aPbuhd theM.
Actually, it is the only, way these young learnersican_telf-regUlate the
myriad sensations with which they are constantly boMbArded.

Fortunately, the_preschool child population brings to the school setting
All the essential internal resources necessary for the development of
concepts. These include insatiable curiosity, abiding interest in the
surrounding physical world, and a propensity for active physical
involvement. These children come to their first learning environment ready
for direct, firsthand experiences and are fascinated by the changes they
observe in plant life, animals, seasons; by the power of the magnet and the
magnifying glass; heat; water; and by science phenomena in general.

With selection comes exclusion, however, and io these early stages of
development, the child needs time to explore all kinds of experiencet.
Variety is not only interesting, but necessary. To caring, sensitive
teachers, the child persistently shows us ways in which we can contribute
if we have the perception anlphumility to listen, and the judgment and
imagination for appropriate response.

SOUttet förthe_science_experiences_of_thesayoung learners are:fourfold:
1.___The_preplanned science,themes or units which theteacher intends to
incorporate_within_herweekly and_monthly program-segments for:a:papticular
group of childrenjoritheischool_year; 2.: The childreh'S tpetiAl ihteOettS
and enthusiasms; 3. The:teacher's owniinteretts. ttrengtht; and special
talents; and 4.: The incidental happenings which occu.r_spontaneously_and
upon which the teacher wisely capitalizes as rich, productive learning
tourcet.
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Carefully_selected materials; books; pictures, films, filmstrips, records,
objects,_trips and excursions can enhance hands-on activities and the _

ongoing discovery process. A science-center away from the heavy traffic of
the-block and housekeeping-areas should be considered an-indispensable part
of the learning environment forithese preschool/early childhood groups.
Such:a center provides an-inviting, ever-present location_for encouragement
ofAbservationi_manipulation4 and discovery. It will contain low-shelves,
table,,chairsi_bolletin board; rotating materials and equipment, treasures,
collections; specimens; aquarium, and whatever else the fertile wonderingS
of children and teachers can-conceive. "Being there" is being able to
question, touch, feel, see, listen, predict, measure, identify, and
classify.

Science:becomes_a way of_life_in this_kind of setting;_it_becomes an
integral part_of the_waking experience. The emphasis is on being there==
and being a part of an active learning process--which isia sound, mind=
stretching introduction to the more formal learnings of the later
elementary school years.
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WM THIS BOnk IS ALL ABOUT

by Leon Rens

Science Acti_vities=for Preschoolexs is the fourth sourcebook-of the Council
for_ Elementary Science International. The otherithree are Outdoor Areas
as_Learning,Laboratories,,compiled and-edited by Alan J. McCormack;:
Expanding Children's Thinking-Through Science, compiled and:edited_by
Mithael R._C-0101 and:Larry:Pia; and Uhderttahding the FlealthyAzdy,
compiled_and_edited by_David_R._Stronck. All of_these sourcebooks_have the
same_format_for_the_activities and emphasize inexpensive, easily obtained
materials and equipment;

The format for the activities is as follows:

Tit18: We have_tried td_invent titlet that tele-et both the .fUh of_the_.
activity_and its:learning focus._ in_ many:instances, our hope is that the
title itself will pique a youngster's curiosity;

_This_is a short description of the concepts and/or skills developed
by the activity. It also provides a quick capsulation of the activity to
assist the reader in rapidly understanding what the activity is all aboUt.

Challenge(s): Using a challenge or problem-oriented approach to actiVitiet
it Ohe gOOd wo to ttiMUlate youngttert' interests.

Materials_ancLiquipment:

A list-of everything needed is provided with each:activity. _Feel fre8 to
vary:the:amounts of the_ materials to, meet the needs of any class-size.
Construction plans are provided for homemade apparatus. Hopefully, you
Wfll be able to find all materials dt little or no cost.

How-ToDo.4t: These-are-suggestions for planning, organizing,_and actually
implementing the_activities with youngsters., They are ways that have
worked in the past. But, feel free to invent your own variations.

Further Challenges:: One:solved:challenge always leads_to new challenges
(and, _liote7to:heW leathing_attiVitiet). Here can_be found A few_ideas for
relatedi_but_differenti_learning_activities These challenges are entirely
open-erded, and solutions are left to youngsters and their teachers.

References: Articles and books are identified to:give both teachers and
students useful information related to the activity.

Science Activities for PreschoOlers is a c011ection Of:activities intended
fOr:Ute:With children aged foUr_and fiVe; Thete attiVitiet tan be
modified, however_i_to_meet_the_needs_of_slightly younger And older children
as_well; TheAntent of the activities is to get children involved in
interacting with their environment. Through hands-on interactions with a
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variety of material, An a_variety of_ways_, children start developing the
idea_that nature is_not_whimsical; that they_,_ in certain respects, can make
a_difference; According to Rowe, "Probably the single greateSt_
contribution which early education in_science can make_tdia peOple is the
development of a belief based on evidence,,that they COti to SoMe ektent
influence the direction and quality of their dettinY"'

DOn't:WOrryiabout_keeping_with_the_structure of the activity; use them as
YOU:wiShi__With individuals, small_ groups, or an entire class., :When
thildren_do_become involved, they will_be using the process skillt, SUCh as
observing_and_communicating, Encourage this 7 it'S hoW they learn - it's
how they develop at least a beg'....ning sense of fate control;

The activities are diVided into_three areasi_ Chapter:II contains_general
actiVitieSi:Chapter III involves_life science_;_and Chapter:IV involves the
physical sciences___Admittedly, these_are_rather artificial divisions-,
eSpecially_at_the preschool level; The:intent:is not to categorize, but
rather_to_make it easier to find activities:and to have young children and
their teachers become involved in the activitieS;

Rowe, Mary Budd, "Relation Of Wait-Time and Rewards_to the Development_of
Language, Logic and Fate COntrOl: Part II Rewards," _Journal of Research
in Science Teaching, 11 (4) :291-308, 1974, p. 299;
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CHAPTER I I

GENERAL ACTI V I TIES



SEEING IS BELIEVING

by Harold H. Jaus

Focus::_ Making good precise_observations_is_the_cornerstone_of the_sciences
and the scientist. Preschoolers; and_children__in general; are_usually good
observers when they choose to be._ Often they are_not. _Few children get
into theireal,"nittygritty"-of observing_unless_they_view the task as
important or fun; or both.i,Although:being a good observer requires the use
of the five senses; the following activities center on the use of seeing.

Challenge- Activities outlined below will elicit "nitty-gritty"
observations_from your children. Observations will mainly concern the
sense of sight.

Materials and Equipment: None

How-To-Do-It: The_best:time:to conduct:the following activity is during
the beginning_of_the school day._ When the children are seated;_have them
put_their heads down and close_their eyes with the_admonition not_to peeki
After_they have_done soi_have_the children_describe your appearance.__Have
them describe what you look like; e4.; what you aremearing; the color of
your clothes,:hair, eyes,,jewelry, hairstyle-, etc. Once they have stated
their observations; have:them open their eyes, look at you, and then add
observations they have missed to make corrections.

This activity-should be_done every day_for_several_consecutive_days_and
then occasionally during_the rest of the_schocl year%___It_is important to
make_the activity fun and_to_vary it. For example; purposely wear only one
earring; wear a sweater on backwards, wear two different kinds of_shoes,
change your hairstyle; use-make=up on one eye only,-or roll up only one
shirt sleeve. Another variation is to have the children describe-a-child
in _the room in_a similar_manner.:There is_one caUtion. BE PREPARED tO be
stared at and scrutinized when the children enter the room!

Some other activities include having the children state observations of the
class pet(s); their mother or father, a telephone, a class toy or doll,
theirfamily (ari,or, your car., Whatever you have them observe;:try,to make
sure they state observations that include_color(s) of the:object; the
object's relative_sizei shape; number of partS (for example; number of
wheels); and texture.

After_the children_have had expertence_making_the above observations; carry
out the next-activity. Make arrangements with a fellow teacher or friend
and stage a fake theft. -Have your colleague wear a raincoat and a hat or
even a clown's:outfit.: As the children_are seated and,you are making:
announcements to_the class; youricolleague should:run into theroom, take
something off your-desk; put_it_into a bagand_then run out of the room
mumbling words. You may want_to chase-the "thief." After this is
accomplished; tell the children that they are to be like police detectives.
They are to describe what they saw or heard;
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Asking the following questions,will assist_them,in their role as detectives.
Nhat was the thief wearing? Whaticolors were the thief's clothes? What
did the thief say?: How tall:was the:thief? What did:the thief take Off
the desk? Why dO_Y-00 think he,took that item and nothing else (inferehtet)?
WhO do_YOU_thihk olood the_thiefr After_they have_generated their
answers,_have_the thief reenter the room so the children can clarify their
answers and add new ones;

Further Challenges::,Other types of_visualidiscrimination tasks requiring
comparison involve:the use:of:toys and:dolls such as the Cabbage: Pattho:

Although:these_dolls_have similar_structural features, their_Skih:,
eyei_and hair_color_are_often different, as_are their_clothes.__Having_your
children_all bring in dolls_one day would_also Tend itself_to the activity
of_grouping; The dolls could be grouped based on some common attribute;
e.g., hair,color, eye color; size, etc. This same activity could also be
carried out using toys of various kinds; e.g., trucks, cars, vans, busesi
etc.
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"A CLOUD IS LIKE...."

by L. Janet Lee

Focus: This activity will help to increase a child's sensory awareness.

Challenge: The children will complete the sentence, "A Cloud is Like...."

MatérialS and Equipment:

Clouds
Paper - white
Tape recorder (optional)

How=To=Do=It: Have children sit or 14e in an open area so that they can
see the clouds. If they are very small children, have them lie in a circle
with heads toward the center and place a tape recorder in the center.
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Have everyone complete the statement...

"A Cloud is Like....

Each response should be recorded on tape, or paper, by the teacher.

After_retorning to the classroom and giving each childia sheet of paper,
have them change the shape of their paper in some way by tearing off:some
to form a cloud; The teachers can then write their answers on the cloud

shapes.

Display all cloud shapes on the bulletin board-after they have been shared.
:You may_want to read the book, It LoOked Liko_Spilt Milk, to the children
as an introduction or after the e4Terlice.

Further Challenges: Try other open ended sentences such

"A Dandelion is Like...."
"A Tree iS Like...."
"A iS Like....1 (be creative)

Reference:

Shaw, Charles G. It Laoked__Like_Sp_i_l_t !'1ilk. New Yor : Harper & Row,
Publ ishers , 1947.
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GUESS WHAT IT IS!

by Rowlee Miller

FOcus: These_activities develop the-idea that ordinary things May_lOOk _Otte different when they are Magnified. Observation and coMMUnitation arethe skills that will be deVelOped.

_Challenge: Can children identify common things when they are magnified?

Materials and Equtpment:

A microprojector and several glaSS microscope slides. (PerhapS these canbe obtained from a biology teacher.)

_
How-To=Do=It: The children must have had some experience with using
magnifiers in the classroom. Introduce them to the microprojector by usingcommon items. The image may be focused on a screen or onto white paper ona table top.

Show_the children what_the mitroprojector_will do by,laying a single_fold
of_tissue:over the stage. FOCUS to_show the weave:of the paper.__Many,
cloth articles can beiuted if_they are not too tightlyiwoven. Children
enjoy seeing what their jackets, scarves, etc.., look like with the
microprojector.

Challenge_the children with a- "mystery" tlide every day, then,periOditallythereafter; Make the slides by placing the_mystery object betWeentWO
glass microscopeislides. Tape -Oath end to hold them securely, REMEMBER:
Light must be able to pass through if anything is to be seen.

Choose Objects from the classroom that aro Very small or will allow light
to past through. Suggestions:

A sprinkle of-sand, chalkdutt, dirt, sugar; salt
A flower petal_

A small,,thin leaf
A spine from a cactus
Small_seeds_
A tMear of paint or glue
Ai.pin_or needle
Thread

A spider web
A tiny insect or spider
A fly,wing
Hair froM a human or fur from the clasSroom pet
Snakeskin

19
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The children should be encouraged to_make ohservations--color, shape, etc;
Encourage them to look around the_classroom for things that_are like what
they observe; This is not easy for young children, so provide plenty of
clues!

Further Challenges; Use it for "myst-eries" during specialioccasionS--a
tiny sprig ofthe Christm8S tree or the "grass" of EaSter baskets, etc;
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STASHAWAYS

by Lynne Kepler

focus4_ Young children love to find small objects and_examine_them. This
activity uses_children's "natural" curiosity to hel_pithem carefully:observe
natural objects found around the school grounds. Getting:only aAuitk
glimpSe_OftheiObjeCts,_the children must obSerVe thOSe iteMS, find
matthihg Objects, and share their discoVerieS.

Ch_alliingP- Find as many of these objects as you can. Do you know what
this object is? How are the objects alike? How are they different?

Materials and Equipment:

One of the neat things about this activity is its adaptability. The type
and quantity of objects can be varied according to the group of children
and the local environment.

Suggested stashes:

pine cones
pebbles
sweetgum fruits
twigs
dandelion seed heads

isopods
acorns
acorn caps:
maple whirlybirds

Make sure you wear something with roomy pockets!

rose-hips
BritiSh Soldier lichen
leaVet
moss

Hpw.To=Do=It: Begin:by hAving,the childrenisiit in aicircleiSOMeWhere
outside in 610 SchOOlyard. Ask them what kinds Of thingt they See arOUnd

Next slowly and secretively reach into your pocket and pulliout one of the
objects that you have stashed. "Have you ever seen one of these things in
our schoolyard?" ,There,is no need for answers or names, jUStiattentiOn_t0
the item. Place thiS Object on the ground in front of you And tepeat With
two or three more items.

When all the_objects_are out_of_your pocket, gently scoop them,up in your
hands and_tell_the,children to close_their eyes and,imagine_where_in the
schoolyard they might_find these things. When their eyes are closed,
return the items to your pocket.

Ask the children to:Open:their:eyes. "The:objects ate gone!: :DO you :

reMeMber Wh6t they looked like? Can you find any of theSe ObjettS in the
schoolyard?"__Give the children several minutes to search the area for
matching objects.
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Gather the children back into the circle. Pulling one of the objects out
of your pocket,-ask the children, "Who found one of these?- Do you-know
what it is?" "How is your likeithis one?" Tell:the children
something interesting about each:of the:objects. For example, maple
whirlybirds are the seed from which maple tr.-res grow;

When_finished, ask the children to put the items near where they found them
so that others may see them also.

Further Challenges:

1) Group the objects. Name these groups. (Living vs. non-living, rough
vs; smooth, etc.)

2) Reverse the activity by asking the children to find an interesting
object and bring their stashaway back to the group to share.
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DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR

by cbatlos R. Barman

focus: This activity_is designed to assist children in increasing their
awareness of the sounds around them.

Challenge: The children will attempt to identify some common sounds from
home and school as well as some sounds from nature.

Materials and Equipment:

Cassette tape_recorder
I cassette recording tape
I record book (optional)

Preparation - Before conducting this activity, you will need to make a
recording of several common sounds heard at home or school (i.e., a door
closing, a door bell ringing, a telephone ringing, a radio, a toilet
flushing; dishes and/or pots hitting together, water dripping from a
faucet, etc.). Create a pause between each sound.
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How-To-Do-It:

1. Assemble the children in a "listening circle."

2; Ask them to listen_very carefully to each sound,thatiis goingito be
played onithe tope recorder. (Y57may want to ask them to close their eyes
while each sound is played.)

3._ Play each.sound.individually. After . each_soundi_ask_the_children if
they can identify it; _When_they give a response, ask them to explain how
they arrived at their answer.

4. When-the recording is completed, take the children on a walk outside.
Have each child select a partner and have-them walk in pairs. Tell them
that they will need to listen very carefully, like they did dUring the
recording.

5._ While walking out000rs,_stop periodically and ask the children to close
their eyes and listen for sounds of nature.

Further Challenges: The nature walk could be conducted at yarious times
during the year. Make a list of the sounds heard at different times of the
year and keep them in a recordi)ook._ Discuss this information With the
children each time they participate in a nature littening activitY.
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MYSTERY SOUNDS

by Robert L. Burtch

FeitUS: The sense of hearing will be used to investigate the environment.

Challenge: Discuss the five senses and their locatiols. "WO ae gbihg to
use our sense of hearing to decide what is in each myStery container."

Materials and Equipment:

Plastic matgarine or butter containers (I use 12 but you can use as few or
as many as you want)

Black spray paint to paint clear plastic lids so students can't lock inside

Nature materials (some possibilities include):

dirt seeds twigs bark__

sand_ leaves nuts grass
water rocks shells

Paper and marker to number your mystery containers



How-To-Do,It: :Preparation:- Make_the mystery containerS by placing some Of
the naterTM in the containerS; for example, sand in one, water in one, etc.

Starting out:

Say: "Each of us can use:our five senses to find out about our
environment." Review what senses andienviTonmentlean. Environment is:

ove-Ything around us. Setitet are partS bf Our body especially adapted to
receive information from our enVirOnment;

Say_: We are:going to use our sense of hearing today to investipte the
mystery containers."

DOM0'3trate shakin:1 of container neer oar and have students sit in a circle
or in small groups of thrt

Tell students we orant to find out what iS in the container using only our
sense of hearing;

Have children tell what they think is in each container and why; Ask for
agreements and disagreements.

Fwther r:hallenges: Have children match containers1 which sound1 alike.
This can be done by giving each child a container which is matched in sound
to one othe- cnild. The children then try to find their "sound partner."



WATER MUSIC

by Ellen Snoeyenbos and Willard Jacobson

Focus_:__To_discover how to create a variation ih MUSical pitch from
differing amounts of water ih glats.

_Challenge: What_hapPenti_Wheh we,pour water into a glass and_gently t p the
glass? What happenS With greater or lesser amounts of Water?

Materials and Equipment:

_
. . .Five to eight_glasses which are identical in shape and size. They should

be shallow with wide mouths and thick glass. °On the Rocks" glasses are
ideal.

A small, wooden mallet fthe type used in rhythm band sets)
A medium-sized pitther of water
Colored_tape _
A sponge for wiping up spills

How-To-Do-It: This can be an individual activity, but the lesson should be
given to the entire clasS.

1. Show children:how to hold_the_mallet so that it swings like a pendOlUM
belt,W hand and held by thumb and forefinger.

2. Gently strike the side of an empty glass. What happens?

_Ask_them, "What will happen if We pour some water into the glass and
strike it again?"

4. Experiment with different amounts of water lh different glasses.

5. Encourage children to come up and try treating their own pitch;

6.Ultimately, it is a lot Of_fUO tä pour the_exact amounts into each
glass so that a complete MUtital_octave is created. Then, usingithe
colored tape, you cah Mark the_exact amounts of water necessary to form the
sequence of notes on each glass.

7. Show the children how their favorite songs CAn be produced on the
glasses;

8. Children can beiencouraged to cid the activity on their own as long,as
they are_aware of the need to tap gently with the mallet, pour carefully,
and sponge up excess water.

Further ChAlipnges: Some children get very eXtited:about creating_music.
Other projects_to,create musical instrumehtt tAh fellow. As a_circle
activity,,Name That Tune" iS_A popUlarZohe and_children can become adept
at stumping the rest of the clatt AS well as the teacher!
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THE FEELY BOARD

by Charles R. Barman and Natalie S. Barman

focus: The_main focus of this activity is to assist childreh in developing
the Fense of touch.

Challenge: The children will use their sense of touch to match the
physical characteristics of specific materials or objects on a poster board
with the same items in a bag. It is not necessary for the children to know
the names of the materials or objects on the poster board.

Materials and Eluipmeht,:

1 "feely bbatd" (Construction procedures follow this activity.)
1 grotery bag or similar object

How-To-Do-It: (Have the children work in pairs to CohdUtt thiS activity.)

1. Demonstrate the use of the feely board to the children:

a. One child should hold the bag;

b. The Other child_touches one of the materials/objects on the board
and tries to find the same item in the bag.

(The same materials/objects present on the board are in t e bag;)

c. When the child thihkS a Match is made, he/she removes the material/
object from the b6g,

d. After_this item compared to the n the board, it it rettithed
to the bag.

e. The_same procedure is,used for all six_items_onithe,board; _The
child who is hOldingi the bag_could keep track of how many_correct
matthes ate made. The children reverse roles after six attempts.

Further Challenges: Shape recognition could beidone using,a,similar
procedure_ instead_of_a board, two,matching_setsiof geometrit thapet tOUld
be_made out_of_cardboard (or purchased commercially). 'PUt:Ohe Set ih a bag
(or box) and the-other,set ihi_a place where_they are visible td the
children. -Have the children feel,the_shapes in_the_bag_or_box_and_locate
the same object frOm,theiotherset._ (The children could_also be_askedito
describe the oape they have selected_in the bag before they attempt to
match it With the object outside the bag.)
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Construction of the Feely Board

Materials and Equipment:

Glue
poster board

6 pieces of poster board or cardboard (10 cm x 10 cm)

Different materials/objects (i.e., sandpaper, scouring pads, soft fur-like

material, small pieces of wood, a piece of felt, a piece of corduroy, etc.)

Scissors

Procedure:

1. Obtain six pairs of different materials/objects.

2. Cut them to fit on a poster board (about 10 cm x 10 cm).

3. Glue one set of materials/objects on the poster board (figure 1).

4. Cot pieces of cardboard or poster board (10 cm x 10 cm) to serve as

backing for the other set of materials/objects.

5. Glue the second set on the pieces of cardboard or poster board.

6. Put this set in a paper bag.

7. Locate the feely board and bag in a Plate that iS readily accessible to

the children.

THE FEELY BOARD
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TOUCHY FEELY WALK

by L. Janet Lee

FOCUS: DiScOVOringithe environment_can he an_exciting_venture._
IndiVidualS dO not become aware of objects found in their immediate__
environment merely_because they have sense organs._ Many persons_look but
do not see. They become aware of the_environment to the degree they are
afforded the opportunities for careful observation.

Challenge: Children Will become more aware of the environment by Applying
their senses to its various parts.

Materials_end Equipment:

This activity can be done on the schoolyard, par , playground, or any small
area outdoors.
collecting bags (optional)

HOW-TO-DO-It: During_a walk outside,_the children_can look for objects:_.
FiTifITTIOeach topic which can be described using the words below.: Use
only one or two per_walk. Older children might want to_make collections,
but stress to them not to pick living things,_only non-living things and
only after permission has been received for the given area.

1. TEXTURE 2, SHAPE 3. TEMPERATURF_ 4. _SIZE

Slick small hot large
hard large cold small
rough oval damp tall,
soft round clammy shOrt
slimy Oblong moist thia
coarse long dry heavy
Stiff pointed wet miniature
ribbed triangular cool etc .

hairy square etc.
furry rectangular
etc. etc.

Further Challen es: A variation to such a walk would be to do a color walk.
The_children co11ct objects of different colors_(the color of the day
could be a starting color). The objects can be glued to a tagboard to make
classroom color charts that the children helped to make. Touchy Feely
cards can he made using objects found on the walk.
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IT'S IN THE BAG

by Charles R. Barman

focus: In this activity, children will use their sense of touch to
identify different large and small objects in a bag.

Challenge: As the children select objects from a bag using only their
sense of touch, they will describe the physical:features of each one.
%ski upon this description, their classmates will attempt to determine
what each object is.

Materials and Equipment:

One or more paper grocery bags or similar containers. A variety of large
and small objects (one large and one sm3ll object for each child in class).
Preparation - Select a variety of large and small objects. (Choose items
that are consistent with the experiential backgrounds of the children.)
Place the objects in one or more large paper bags or similar containers.
Shape the opening(s) so that a child can reach into the container(s)
without seeing directly in them.

How-To-Do-It:

1. Have the children sit in a circle. Position yoiwself in the center of
the circle with the bag of objects.

2. Ask one child to come to the center of the circle and reach into t e
bag.

3. While reaching into the bag, ask the child to locate a large object.

IL Before the object is removed from the bag, have the child describe it.
The rest of the class is to try to guess what the object is, based upon the
child's description.

5. Have the same child repeat steps 3 and 4. This time, however, have the
child find a small object.

6. S4:eps 2 through 5 should be repeated for each child in class.

Further=thallemge: Have_the children arrange the large and small objects
into two groups; You could also_ask them to order the objects in each
group, beginning with the largest one and ending with the smallest.
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GREEN GOO

by Betty Crocker

Focus_: Although observations can_and should_be made_using_all fiveof our
senses_(always_ask permission _before you taste!), visual observations are
used most often; When the other_senses are_not brought into play, we lose
important information that aids in forming inferences and predictions.

Challenge: What can we learn_using each of our senses alone? What can we
learn by combining our senses? How do our observations affect our
inferences? How do our observations affect the predictions we make? What
role does past experience play in our inferences and predictions?

Materials and Equipment:

1ibox of cornstarch
12 oz. of water _

Few drops of food_coloring
Flavoring extracts such as oil Of cinnamon or clove
Strong_wooden spoon_
Large bowl for-nixing
Covered container for storage in refrigerator
Clear plastic wrap
Waxed paper-
Aluminum_foil
Brown wrapping paper
Paper towels
Blindfolds for the students

How-To-Do,It:: The:night before, mix the_drops of food coloring with the 12
oz of water to make a very_deep,toned liquid. For a nice_deep green
color, use:four drops Of blue, four drops of green, and four drops of
yellow.; _Plate_the entire box of_cornstarch in a_bowl_and add_the colored
waterslowly, stirring as the water_is added; It is hard to stir., so a
bowl that is very_large and a strong wooden spoon helps. It is easier to
add extra water than to thicken it-after too much water has been:added.
Cover and,refrigerate overnight.: Add_flavoring or scent the next day just
before using. Choose an unexpected_flavor. Since the pale green color
appears Niinty.":use something unexpected, such as clove_or coconut. Green
Goo_can be made_in any color you like, but Ido not recommend yellow; The
yellow:you achieve prevents_children from freely touching it and_tasting
it ,, it _is totally out of the question! Pink and purple are both
effective colors.

In Class: Place paper towels on the tables and put a sheet of:waxed paper
on top of:the paper towel. (The waxed paper allows the water in Green-Gbo
to leach through and be:absorbed by_the paper towel; :As the child works,
suddenly_the Green_Goo dries out_and becomes trumbly_instead of a very
thitk liquid.) Seat the children at the table and have them put on their
blindfolds. For safety, children must stay seated while blindfolded.
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Place a spoonful of Green Goo on the waxed paper and have the children tell
each other about its smell (...it smells good...it smells like candy...it
smells like mouthwash...) and any noise they hear (...it crinkles as I move
it...the paper makes the noise...) as they are working with it.

Also; use touch as an isolated sense (...doesn't feel wet...feels powdery
...feels smooth...). The blindfold helps focus observations using the
nose, ears and skin, but is not necessary.

Remove the blindfold and collect observations using sight; touch again, and
taSte. Emphasize that tasting is not done unless they are told that it is
safe to taste.

The lists of observations could be classified according to the sense used
to collect it and extended as much as possible by the group. Noise
observations will involve the sound of the various papers as they move
Green Goo.

Have the children infer the ingredients used to make Green Goo. As a hint,
tell them; "There are more than two but less than six ingredients, and all
are commonly found in the kitchen." As they guess the ingredients, have
them say why they think that is an ingredient. (Coconut because it smells
like my sister's suntan oil. Flour because it tastes like flour and leaves
a white powder on my hands.)

Clean-Lp of this activity is very easy. All that needs to be done is to
wad the paper around the Green Goo and drop it all in the trashcan. The
children don't even need to wash the residue off their hands as they are
not sticky or messy. Green Goo residue is a white powder that feels much
like baby powder.

Further Challenges: After_observations and inferences_have_been made_about
Green GOOi ttUdentt_arb_ready tO Make predittions about Green_Goo under
different_conditions and to plan ways to test_their predictions. Will it
act differently if you get it cold? What happens when you leave it in the
sun for an hour?

References:

Abrahaftii_Eugenei_and Ronald J. Mogliai "Ooblec " Scienced_Chiidrexr;
March, 1973, 1) 6;

Barrow, Lloyd H. A Presentation of the Regional National Science Teachers
Association Convention, Charlotte, North Carolina, November 9, 1984.
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THE SENSORY TUNNEL

by Leon Ukens

Focus: Looking at-the world through rose-colored glasses,-or other colors
fOr that itiattot,,wiligive children:a new view-on some familiar items.
This, accompanied with_the_opportunity to utilize_the senses on a myriad of
other_objects; will provide_the child with an opportunity_to communicate
what_they see;_feel; hear;_andsmell._ All of this will occur in a
specially constructed cardboard tunnel.

Challenge:- The:children will:describe:their:experiences during and after
crawling through:a cardboard:tunnel... What kinds of Observations can be
made?How_does looking at objectS in red, blUe, or green light affect the
way they look?

Materials_znd Equipment:

Several large cardboard boxes, such as refrigerator boxes
Colored cellophane:- red, blue, and green work especially well
Carpet of various textures
Other selected items for stimulating the senses - be creative

liow-To4o-tt: First_of_all, the teacher needs to_construct a tunnel out of
cardboard_refrigerator boxes.- You can get these from local appliance_
stores. -The longer the tunnel, the more fun for the children. The boxes
need to be fastened end to-end so that no light-can get in.- Maktng the
boxes into a:T orl shape is an interesting variationi_ BE:CAREFUL:=: _

Children tend_to get_excited with_this_activity and_many_times will_lean on
the box tunnel, c011apsing_it on children_inside; __Make_provisions so_this
does not_happen._ Reinforcing the tunnel may_help or_place_it_near a_wall.
Inside the tunnel,:place various objects that:will stimulate the child's
senses. For example, you can use various kinds of textured carpet on the
floor or hang a variety-of items from-the ceiling that will make noise when
touched. Be creative with What goes inside thc. tunnel. Just make sure it
is safe.

Next, cut small openings in the top and/or side of the box tunnel and cover
these with colored cellophane. Dark colors work nicely. The colored light
coming ;nside the tunnel produces an interesting effect on the sense of
sight.

Further Challenges: If the 1childrén can recognize their names, a special
touch is to write each child's name somewhere inside the tunnel. Use magic
marker. Challenge the children to find their names.

References:

McCormack, Alan J. "The Mystery Tunnel," Science and Children,
11(6):14-16. March, 1974.

See Activity "Colored Light" by Foster elsewhere in this Sourcebon .
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NOW YOU SEE IT! NOW YOU DON'T! A STUDY OF CHANGE

by Bonnie Barr

Focus:- Change is:perhaps the single most constant feature of the universe.
Describing properties before and after a chonge is the:first step:in
classifying or seeing patterns-in change.: Change:may be_reversible_or_
irreversible.- Some changes:which appear irreversible can be reversed using
special methods and materials.

_Challenge: What are the properties of a ball of clay? What properties can
be changed? Are these changes reversible or irreversible? How do colors
change when they are mixed? Is it possible to reverse the color change
using special methods and materials?

Materials and Equipment:

Two small pieces of clay per child
Paper towel
Green and orange water soluble magic markers
Toothpicks
Baby food jars

How-To-Do-It:

each_chi1d_a_piece_of_c1ay_about_1/2"__in diameter. _Ask the_
children to make_ a ball with their_piece of clay.- Ask-the-children to_
describe the clay. -What color-is it? How does it feel?--How-do-your handsi
feel after-molding-the ball? How does the clay smell?--What is itsitexture?
Does it roll? In how many directions will it roll? Will it boUnte?

Ask_the children.to describe how_they_mignt change_the_ clay_ball. _Can they
change its shape? Its size? _Its_texture?__ Its ability to rnll? Its

ability to_bounce?: Have the_children change a property:of their clay:boll.
Ask the children if they-could-change-the-cloy-ball tiack to the way-it was.
Have them do so. Tell the children-that this-type of-change-is calledia:_
reversible change. Develop_the word . reversible:in..relationship_to familiar
thingsi_such as reverse gear in a car; a reversible coat; reversible dolls,
Superman.

Have_the children _put the first ball of clay to one side. Give each child
a_second_ball of clay of about the same size as the first; but of a
different color. Ask the children to make a ball from:the second piece of
clay. :Have Ym describe-the properties of the nevvball.._:How are:the
properties-ot this ball similar to the properties of the first ball? How _

are_they_different:(color and_ maybe_size)? Ask the_children_how_they_ might
change_the_properties_ of_the new_clay__ball_. Have them change a property;
Ask themhif they can make the clay look like it did before they changed it.
Ask the children to name the type of change that was made in the clay
(reversible).
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Now, have the_children mix_the_two_balls_of_clay together to_make a_new
ball; Nave the children describe how this ball is similar to the other
balls; How has the bail changed (size and color)? Is it possible to_ make
two smaller balls from the one big ball? Have the children do it.: Then
have them join the balls into-a big ball again. Ask the children to name:
the type:Of change:that they just made in the clay (reversible). Nowi ask_
the children_to_make fromhthe:big ball of clay_two smaller balls of clay:of
the same color as the original balls. Of course., it cannot be done. Tell

the children that this type of change is called an irreversible change;

2. Give each child a six=inch square of white construction paper. Nave
the children fold-their:paper tri half and:then pAce it flat on the:table
before them. With a medicine dropper, add several drops of red, yellow,
and blue tempera paint:_to each child'S:square Of paper. Ask_the children
to_name_the_colors.__Then have the children fold the papers along the
crease and gently rub the paper.

Nave-the children open-up the paper. Ask:_the children how the red, yellow,
and_blue colors were:changed by mixing. Nave-the children name the colors
they:can now see on their paper. :If you ask the children to-name the type
of change that took place, they will likely say, "Irreversible."

Tell_the_children that_sometimes_changes_that seem to be irreversible can
be_reversible_if_you do special_things to it. One of the_jobs_of_a
scientist is to know the special things to do that cause the changes;
Give each child a-strip (I" x 4") of paper towel or coffee:filter paper.
About 1/2":from the bottom of each strip, using-water soluble magic
markers-, place either an-orange or green dot. Place:about 1/4" of water in
enough baby jars for_each:_child. _Place a toothpick in the top_of each
strip_of_paper so_that, when_the paper is suspended into the jari_the
bottom edge of the paper touches the water but not the dot. Suspend the
strips into the water.

baby food jar

colored dot

toothpick

paper strip

water 4 inch

Water will be absorbed by the paper and dissolve the materials that produce
the color. Some color pigments are heavier (more dense) than others. The

lighter (less dense) pigments appear higher on the strip of paper. The
green dot separates into blue and yellow spots with the blue spot being
highest on the paper. The orange dot separates into a pink and yellow spot
with the yellow spot being highest on the paper.



Ask the children to describe the type of change that took place when yellow
and blue paint made a green color. And then this green color was separated
into blue and yellow again. Remind the children that the change could only
be done because they did something special to make it happen.

Further Challenges: Give each child a five-inch circle of paper towel or
coffee filter. _Scatter drops of red4 yellow, and blue tempera paint (or
food coloring) across the_circle. Fold the circle to make a cone. Stick
the point of the cone in the water in the baby food jar. As the water
moves through the paper, the colors mix to form secondary colors. When a
nice color blend has formed, remove the paper and allow it to dry. Have
the children trace on the colored circle the shape of a leaf. Cut out the
paper leaves and with string fasten them to a leafless twig. Presto...a
tree with fall leaves.

Reference:

Teachees_Guide_for Changes. St. Louis: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1976;
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_ _
PILE IT HERE N THERE

by Gerald Wm. Foster

Focus:-_:This activity:will give children an opportunity to experience
classification.Children can make pictures; chains:of objects; or-sort
materials_into piles that have similar characteristics. Keep in mind that
very young children will tend to focus on only one variable at a time.

Challenge:: The children can be asked to see what they can do with the
objects they are given.

Materials and Equipment:

Each child should have a set of objects_that contains at least 50 pieces.
There should be at least three different cha,-acteristics, such as shape,
size, color. The following a;e examples:

Buttons
Feathers
Toy_animals, cars, planes, boatS, creatureS, etc.
Bean seeds
Keys

Lids
Combs
Jewelry:
Macaroni of various types
Washers
Thread_spools_
Nuts_and_bolts
Geometric paper figures squares; triangles; and circles
Rubber bands: :

Material swatches

These materials can be stored in Zip-loc bags or margarine tubt.

ittomict4o-,It: Give each_child a set of_objects and_ask_them to_see_what
they can find out_about them.- Each child should work alone. The child can
take the bag of objects-and dump them out on the floor:when ready:to:work.,
Depending upon:the level of the child* several outcomes can-be expected. A

child new to-the experience may-begin putting objects together with no
particular caracteristics*_while_others_may:make long:trains of_similar
objects or make some_kind_of picture frcm_all_of the objects; These are
all pre-classification activities. When a child_begins_putting_objects
into_piles because they have similar characteristics;_they_are beginning to
experience_classification. The children can work on this activity as Tong
as they want, depending upon their interest. They can try other sets of
objects.
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Further Challenges: If children are able to make piles based on
characteristics, you might want to ask them if they can make more piles or
less piles then they have. Or you might ask if there are other ways to put
the objects into piles.

Reference:

Phillips, Darrel G. Sciencing: TowardsAogical Thinking,. Science
Education Center, Univeristy of Iowa, Iowa City, 1981.
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FALLEN BRANCHES

by DaVid Williams

Focus: An:activity to help children to develop neir skills of observing,
space relationships, and classifying.

Challenges:

1) Children sort pieces of tree branches that "belong together."

2) Branch?s: that "belong together" are joined to reconstruct each branch
in its form before it was cut.

3) Children describe the similarities and differences of the branthes.

4) Children state reasons for_putting branches together--as sets and in
order to reconstruct each branch.

Materials and Equipment:

Tree branchesi-approximately:3-7 cm in diameter and:cut into:pieces
approximately 20 cm in length, (Construction procedures follow thiS
attivity.)

Haw-To=,Do-it_: Provide_the children with a cardboard box (cardboard
shipping boxes_for ditto paper, mimeograph paper,:or, copy machine paper_are
ideal, especially if they have a-lid) containing the pieces of two or three
different tree branches. (Branches may be from the same tree; butithey
should be:different; e.g., different diameters, differing states of
preservation.)

1; Before_this_activity; conduct a_field trivin the schoolyard or the
school neighborhood to:observe and then name-the characteristics of trees
and their visible parts; i.e., trunk, bark, leaves, branches, limbs.

2. :Direct a:child to_dump the box_of_piecesiof branches on the floor (or
on the ground if you are conducting this activity outside).

3. _Direct_the children; or a child, to_put_the pieces that are alike; or
sets of pieces that belong together; into piles.

4; Direct_the child-or children to state their reason for putting-the
pieces in the respective piles. (As young-children begin this activity,
they:may create piles based on a characteristic other_than the_diameter and
"texture,of the_bark or the_weathered_color_of the woodi Accept their set
or classification if they_can explain and justify_their_procedure.
Encourage them to find another way to sort the wood pieces.)
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5, , When they have separatedithe wood pieces into_sets_that_do_go together,
that are from-the same branch, suggest that they fit the pieces of one of
the sets:of pieces together_to reconstruct_thetree_branch._ Encourage them
to verbalize:their reasons for fitting_individual pieces_together; e.g.,
"See, this_piece is rounded in shape and has this_brown_thing or it. This
other piece is also rounded in shape and has a brown thing 3n it like the
other one. See, they fit together."

6. Upon completion of the reconstruction, invite the child or children to
reconstruct another branch.

7. The:box_of wodd_pieces: may be placed_in_an_easily accessible location
for children,__Encourage them to sort and reconstruct the branches when
they are intereted.

Further Challenges: Additional boxes of wood pieces may be added to the
center or additional branches may be added to existing boxes. Older
children or more cognitively mature children could be encouraged to try
sorting the pieces by touch only. They could also be encouraged to
reconstruct the sorted pieces by touch only.

References:

Elementary Science Study. Teacher's Guide for_Budding Twigs. New York:
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970.

Vande Visse, Ellen. "Tree Twig Puzzles," in Alan J. McCormack (Ed.)
CWtdoor ArPas_as-LParning_tahoratories-CESI Sourcebook, ERIC Clearinghouse
for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, December, 1979.

Construction Procedures for Fallen Branches

Branchesishould_be dry, solidi_approximately 3 to 5 CM in diameter (for
easy manipulationY, and_about one to_one-and-one-half meters,in length._
They_may be branches found on the ground, i.e., fallen branches,,or they
may_be branches that have been pruned from trees. Pruned or fallen:
branches picked up,after a storm should be allowed to air dry for at :east
three or four months.

(If freshly pruned or fallen_branches_arewsed, they will dry_out_and_ crack
which will give false clues to children as they reconstruct the branches.)

For smooth cuts, it is recommended that a band saw be used. (A band saw iS
a powered saw. If there is no neighborhood availability to a band saw,
visit a local secondary school woodshop and seek assistance from the shop
teacher to help you with the sawing.)

Cross-!cut thebranches_in lengths_of approximately_20_cm. Some of the cuts
should be made with the_blade_of_the say perpendicular to the branch;
Other cuts should be made with the branch at an angle to the band saw blade.
The perpendicular cuts will produce end pieces that are circular in shape.
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The angular cuts will produce end pieces_which_are elliptical in shape.-
The smaller the angle; the closer the_end shape will be to a circle. The
more angular the cutthe_longer the major axis of the ellipse. (As_

thildren put_the pieces together; they will see that the shapes of:the end5
of the pieces are not all the same even though they look the Same.)

Safety Note: Although the band saw is a saw which is easy to use; be sure
to:wear safety goggles. Watch your fingers. Do not wear loose clothing
while operating the saw.__Long hair should be tied in the back of your
head. (Request instructions for the proper use of the band saw.)
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ANIMAL AND FLOWER PUZZLES

by David Williams

Focus: Tolhelp_children to déVelO0 their skills of observing, space
relationships, and classifying.

Challenge: The children can complete t e puzZlet by putting pieces
together that go together.

Materials and Equipment:

Puzzles made of pictures of flowers or animals adhered to quarter-inch
hardwood plywood or matte board; (Construction procedures follow this
activity.)

How-To.r.Do=It: Provide puzzle pieces to the children ana direct them to
make piles of pieces that go together And then to put the puzzles together.
(Children will need to observe the pieces_and to see that there are, for
example, different birds and different sizes of the bird or birdS.
Therefore; they will need_to make piles of the pieces that go together as
they attempt to put the pieces together to reconstruct the birds.)

further Challenges: The child may try reconstructing the "solved" puzzle
when blindfolded. The pieces of two or more puzzles may be mixed. The
child is to tort_the piecOS into their respective sets and then proceed to
construct the solid piece. Move on to more complex puzzles.

Construction Proc_edures for Animal and Flower Puzzlet

These puzzles can be made from pictures of flowers, fruit, vegetables, and
birds or other animals which have been laminated and dry mounted on
quarter-inch hardwood plywood or matte board. The pictures can be colored
or black and white;

A sideview of a shorebird will be used as an exampl.

a) Select an appropriate drawing Of a shorebird.

b) Make a reproduction of the selected bird with a copy machine.

c) Wittia perior pencil,Araw lines on the copied,drawina to divide
the bird into parts, the puzzle pieces (see iiluttration).
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Maka a copy of the copied drawing which has beer reduced in size,
e.g., reduced to 75% of the original size.

Laminate and then dry mount the two drawings to a piece of plywoodor matte board.

Using a band Saw_with a 1/8th inth blade or a scroll saw, cUt-the
shapes of the_shorebirds frOM the: plyWood or matte board. (Withfine-tOothed blades, no sanding should be required.)

Following the lineS (see "c" above), cut the bird into the puzzlepieces.
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DON'T BURST MY BUBBLE!

by Linda Froschauer

Focus: Through observation and 1rnanipuldtion, children will learn to
compare size and shape. They will be able to discriminate between larger
than and smaller than as well as round and not_round. They will also
notice a difference in colors, dentifying those they know by name.

Challenge:

Are bubbles all clear?
Can you see colors in bubbles?
What colors can you see?
Can you make a larger bubble?
Can you make a smaller bubble?
Can you make a bubble that is a different shape?

Matexl_a_l_s_and Equipment:

Baby food jar with lid for each child
Water
High:quality liquid dish detergent (the cheap stuff doesn't work nearly as
W611)

Glycerine_(optional)
Thin, _easily bent wire_ for each child
Drinking_straw for-each student = NOTE: paper strawt thay fall apart; you
will want spares_ if you have paper ones
Tin cans with top and 4Ottom_removed; be Sure there are no sharp edges on
the rims_- a_variety of sizes_(optional)
DeevboWl, cake pan., or bucket for each group
Old bath towels to use for mop-up
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How-Ta,Do-It: __A day or more before_this_activity; prepare the soap
solution_for the class; For a potent bubble_solution, add four tablespoons
of_glycerine_and four_tablespoons of liquid_detergent to a quart of water.
Heat until warm, stirring continuously. Allow to cool. If:you don't have
glycerine, use eight tablespoons of liquid-soap to one-quart of water. You
may make larger quantities and store this for a long time.

Place-about an inch of solution in each of the baby food jars and secure
theilidS. _ASk_thildren to shake_their_jars_and observe.__Ask if all of the
bubbles_are_clear. ANo.) Ask what_colors they_can_identify._ (Some_of the
colors of the spectrum.) Hold the_jars up to the light in the room and
turn them; Can they see a change in color as the jar is turned?
(Yes, some of the children may get the colors of-the rainbow ,_Red,:Orange,
Yllow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet - although they will not be in that
order.)- Hold the jars-up to the sunlight coming through the_window._ Are
there different colors? (There may be..) Children like to_keepthese jars
at their place, shake them, and _observe periodically; youimay want to label

them with_the names of the children and allow them to be taken home after
many opportunities to observe their contents.

The following segments of this activity are very exciting for the children
and will be noisy:as well as messy. You may want to go outdoors_on a nice
day or cover the flooring:with newspapers. Have-several old bath towels
around for mop-ups of spills and clean-up of desk/table tops.

Provide each team oftwo or three children with a shallow pan/bowl/bucket
with_an inch_or two_of soap solution in_the bottom; Give_each_child a
section of wire-that has been formed into-a loop; Allow them to_blow
bubbles-using the loop and-solution. -Although-many children will -know how
to do:this, some may need to observe for a while or need your-guidance.
Once they have had an opportunity to play around with the-bubble-making
equipmenti_ask them_what_shape the_bubbles_are. (If you have formed
perfect_loops with the_wire, they should be_fairly round.) Ask_children to
try_to_make a bubble that is a different shape. (This can be done by
changing the shape of the loop.)

Give each child a-soda-straw. Allow-them-to-put the straw in the solution
and blow out:gently; _Explain that they should be as close to the surface
of_the solution_as__possible;_they really_dan't_want to have_their_straw at
the_bottom_of_the pan; WARNING:___Practice blowingAUT through_the_straw
before doing this activity; Children can usually §17EFin_through a straw
fairly easily; but have-had little practice in blowing out!!_ Ask them to
see-how big they-can make a-bebble using this-method. Ask them to make the
smallest bubble they-can using this method. Have them dip the straw in the
bubble solution and blow-gently out into the air. (They may have _

difficulty_actually _getting___a bubble using this method_due to the_size:of
the hole_in_the straw;_you_may_want_to_try_out_your straws first.) Paint

out the biggest bubbles and the smallest bubbles to_the class. You may
want to ask how the children made their bubbles bigger or smaller.
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Children_can actually_blow bubbles and_keep them intact once they have
landed if the surfaces_are_not:dry. :Table tops usually dO get wetAuring
the:activity; it is best not to dry them off until the Clatt is completely
finished.

Further Challenges: Provide children with tin cans that have had the tops
and bottoms removed. Tape edges of cans to_be sure there are no sharp
edges. Have them dip one end of the can into the_solution and either blow
into the other end_or quickly move their hand to provide air flow. Compare
the Sizes/shapes of the bubbles produced by the tin cans.

Ask children to try to blow one bubble inside another bubble. This can
most easily be done by using a straw in the pan of solution. It takes
practice and patience.

Reference:

Zubrowski, Bernie. Bubbl_es_: A Children's Museum Activity Boo . Boston:
Little, Brown and Company, 1979.
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TILTING TRIANGLES AND SQUATTY SQUARES

by Bonnie Barr

fochs-: All natural and man-made objects are composed of one or more
geometrical shapes. Helping children recognize these shapes encourages the
mental manipulation of standard forms to create meaningful patterns.

Challenge: : What shapes can be _found in common everyday objects? Which
shapes tend to be_the most_common in_natural objects?._ In man-made objects?
Which_shapes_are most often found together? What shape,is the most common
in large objects? Small objects? What shape is the most common in rolling
objects? Flying_objects? Sailing objects? What shape is most common in
buildings? Bridges? Skeletons?

Materials and Equipment:

Geometric_shapes_cut out of_paper
Leaves_from a variety of different types of trees
Full _page pictures from magazines
Crayons

HowToDoIt: 'Give the children paper cutouts of_a full_and half circle.
ASk thOM tO fOld the big piece so that it looks like the smaller piece.
Have them see if there is more than one way to do this.

Repeat_the above_procedure using a square-and a triangle and a square and a
rectangle. See if they can make a triangle from a rectangle.

Give each pair of children a collection of leaves taken from a variety_of
different trees. Ask_them to group the leaves with similar_shapes_together.
Hold up; one at_a time,_a cut-out of a heart; fan; oval, or circle;
Have the_children hold up leaves that are shaped like each of the cut=outs
you are holding.

Give each child a_full page magazine picture. Give each child_either_a
red, blue, or green crayon.- Have the children_with_the_red_crayons_put an
X on all the_circles initheir picture._ Children_with blue_crayons are to
mark:the squares_in_their pictures, and_the children ,gith green crayons are
asked to mark the triangles. Look at each child's work individually and
discuss it with them;

Further Challenges: Have children locate different shapes on their
clothing; i.e., buttons; pockets, yokes, etc; Have children_ walk around an
imaginary geometricishape. _Have childrevview_paintings by_surrealistic
artistS;:such as Salvador Bali; What shapes_can_they find in the paintings?
How do:the shapes of the objects in the paintings differ from the shapes of
the objects in real life?
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MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG

by Deborah Ozdowski

Foci.s: This activity will enable children to_recognize various geometric
shapes around the classroom and/or in other places in daily life.

Challenge: What shapes can a child discover in the environment that match
those on a cube?

Materials and Equipment:

Cardboard milk carton, gallon size
Scissors

Colored contact paper
Masking tape
Various stickers (if desired)
Various materials that make sounds when shaken (if desired)
Colored edging tape

I. Measure one side of bottom of milk carton. Using this measurement,
measure up the side of the milk carton. Draw a line at this height around
the outside of the carton. Cut the carton at this line.

2,; Using the same measurement, measure another segment of carton and cut
around all four sides of the remaining carton. You should now have a lower
segement of carton (with bottom of carton still intact) and another segment
of carton with an open top and bottom;

3. Place the open-ended segment of carton inside the other section so that
a complete cube is formed. Using masking tape, tape around all edges of
cube.

4. Cover sides of your die with colored contact paper and seal edges with
plastic edging tape.

Youinowlhave_a die. Any figures; numbers, etc. may be placed On the sides
With Stickers, markers, etc;

Optional: You may put some bells, beans, rice, or various other materials
inside the die so that sounds are made when the die is rolled.



In_thig_lessoni colored contact paper_is cut into various-geometric shapes

triangles, squares, circles, rectangles, etc.) and the shapes are-stuck
onto the_sides_of_the_die The_children will_take tUrns:rolling the die.

Each child must look at the geometric shape rolled and, looking around the

room, find that shape in the room.

Further Challenges;_ The:cube can be used as an aid in games which help
children_tti retOgni2eitolOrt; SiZeS; numbers,: words, or letters. Two dice

can_be made so_that the children will be "working" to:find items
demonstratingtma attributes in the game; i.e., a yellow square, a red
circle, etc;

Another idea would be to put faces demonstrating various emotions on the
sides of the die, and the children must mimic the facial expression or act

out a scene demonstrating that emotion.

Reference:

The author wishes to thank Patricia Waters, Early Childhood Education

Department, Towson State University, for this idea.
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CORK 'N PRINT

by Gerald Wm. Foster

Focus:_ Children,will experience spatial relations-by transposing alphabet
letters from individual:rubber stamps to paper. They-will have to
determine the:position theistamp_must be in_to make it appear the correct
way to_read the letter; _Children who have had no experience with letters
could begin by making pictures.

Challenge: Can you make a picture with the alphabet letters? Can you make
a word with your alphabet letters? Can you make certain alphabet letters
from other alphabet letters?

Flaterial_s_and Equipment:

Raised rubber letters - from department stores, art supply stores, etc.
Elmer's glue
Corks
Zip-loc bags or margarine tubs
Washable 1ink

Stamp pad
Smock
White paper
Newspaper

How-To-Do-It: Glue the-raised rubber-letters-onto separate-corks. Give
each child a set of letters and an ink pad with washable ink. -Spread out
newspaper:for eachichild_to have-on the work area, Tell the child the
printing is_to_be done only_on the white paper_and not_on anythingielse.
Each_child _should wear a smock_to protect clothing. Have the children
begin by asking what they can determine by stamping the paper with the
letters.

Each child should work individually.

Washable ink is advisable because they will probably get the ink on their
skin as well as the smock.

As was stated before, children who_haven't any_experience with making words
will probably make new words or letters from other letters;

This activity_has no:stopping pointi-so-the teacher can allow the child to
work with this activity using some of the extensions listed below.

Further Challenges:: Teacher can cut out shapes and letters_in_vegetables,
such as carrots_and potatoes, for the children_to use as stamps; Clay can

also be used. Mirrors_can be put next to their printing work to see what
images are formed in the mirror.

_Reference:

Phillips, Darrel G. Sciencing: Towards_logical_ Thinking. Science
Education Center, University of Iowa, Iow City, 1981.
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CHAPTER III

LIFE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
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BAGARARIUMS

by Charles R. Barman

focus-i: -Just as aquarivand tei'oatla allow for the observation of Water
life anditerrestrialilifei_this_activity_is designed_to provide an
opportunity for children to observe the growth of a plant.

Challenqe: Children will examine the_chan2es that occur in a bean seed as
it germinates and,_subsequently, develops mots and a shoot. In addition,
the children will observe how the roots and shoot grow into a new plant.

Materials and Equipment:

A pack of bush bean seeds
Paper towels
Zip-loc sandwich bags
Water

Hand magnifier (one for every two students)
Paper cups
Potting soil

How-To-Do-It: (This activity will take several weeks to complete.)

1. Have the children work in pairs. With a magnifying glasS, ask them te
examine a few bean sr:eds. Ask: How does the seed look? How does it feel?
If you wanted this seed to grow, what would you need to do to help it grow?

2. After they have examined the seeds, have each child fold a paper towel
to fit into a Zip=loc sandwich bag.

Before putting the tOWel into the bag; ask the childreniteinettten it.
(Have them dip the_towel in water and wring it out so that it is moist but
net oversaturated.)

4.___Have them put_the moistened-t0Wel:intO the Zip-loc bag Place 2-3 bean
seeds in the bag and seal it (Figutt 6)

5. The bags should be plated in areas visibie to the children,,but not in
direct sunlight 010., tack-1 to e hulletin board, placed on a table,
etc.).



Moistened Paper
Towel

6. Have the children_examine the_bean_seedt_eVerY day; GerMination should
OCCUriin abouti_77I0_days. When germination_oCCurs,_ask the children to
identify any changes they_observe,inithe seeds; (Roots and a_shoot will
begin to grow; Small_root hairs will also appear on the_roots. ,The
function of the root hairs is to absorb water and minerals into the plant.,

Part II

I. After the children have made observations of the developing roots and
shoot, have them plant the germinating seed.

Each child should:

a) Add potting soil to a paper cup until it is about 3/4 full.

b) Put the germinating seed in the potting soil. It should be placed
about 2 cm under the soil.

Add a small amount of water to the cup. (Make sure t at the
children do not overwater the seeds.)

2. Have the children water the plants every other day. In addition, ask
them to examine their cup for any evidence of growth. These observations
should be made until the bean plant has a well-developed stem and leaves.
Some of the plants may produce flowers, which will develop into new seeds.

further ChalIen9es: Allow the children to take their plants 1home. If this
activity is conducted in the spring, they could be encouraged to have an
adult assist them in transplanting the plant in an outside garden. Be sure
to tell the children that an outside plant may also need water
periodically.
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MR. POTATO HEAD

by Thomas E. Thompson

Focus: Germination is the way a seed begins to_grow_into a_plant.The
resulting sprouts are richin nutrient_value_for_humans. In:this activity,
thildren_will Observe the_germination_of__selected_seeds:and their growth
ihtd_ah_edible food, and they will measure the length of time for different
seeds to germinate;

Challenge: Growing an edible plant usually requires considerable time;
"Immediate" results are essential to hold the interest of young children.
Therefore, the challenge is to grow a plant in a relatively short period of
time. Sprouts serve this purpose by germinating quickly.

Material_s_and_Equipment:

Sprouts ... alfalfa, garden cress, crispy mix packet, mustard greens
Potatoes
Cotton batting
Spoon
Glue
Styrofoam cups
Assorted items for viLing a face on the potato: i.e., bottle caps,
straight pins, buttons, corks, and other materials

How=To=Do=It: Mediums for germinating seeds _are_quite_varied;_ Some of_the
more common-ones include terry towelsi_sponges_iiipaper towelsi_flannel, and_
cotton-batting, (SOil-is also goodi_but_because,the,seeds are "hidden," it
iS_OXClUded_froM__this_list4) __successful_medium:must be:one:which can
abtorb_and hold moisture for extended periods oftime. ,The SkillS and
concepts canbe,easily taught using any of the above mediums; HoWeVer, to,
make this activity more interesting, the construction of a potato head with
cotton batting has been selected.

DUe tO the_aVailability Of materialsi_it_is recommended that each chilid
Cohttruct his/her own potato_head. If the,sprouts are not consumed, Mr.
Potato Head could be taken home as a gift to Mom and Dad.

Scoop out a hole from the:top of &large
cotton. To make a_funny:face, push in bottle caps or use_straight pins and
glue to attach corks, buttons, and other_materials., Sprinkle quick-growing
seedsi,suth as cressi_alfalfai_crispy_mixor_mustard,greens.on the cotton.
Th0 potato_can_be held_in an_uprightiposition by constructing:a stand frOM
a_styrofoam_cup._ Cut_the,cup in half and use the bottom:pOrtion as a
holder. _Keep theicotton moist. In aifew days sproutt Will appear. _At the
sprouts grow, trim them:and use in,salads,or sandwich-et._ YOUr_Crop should
last_a week or more. If the sprouts are harvested forconsumption, Mr.
Potato head has the appearance of a man with a flat-top haircut.
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By using a variety of_seeds, comparisons can be-made to ilhAttate the
concept_that different seeds require different lengths of tiMe to
germinate;

As a-point ofiinformation4 most of the_seed:_used in this_activity are high
inithe minerals:calcium, potassium, and phosphorus; and also rich in the
vitamins A, C, 0, E, K, and B8.

Further thatienges:

1) Discover other ways that sprouts can be eaten as a nutritional snack
for children.

2) Comparisons can be made beNeen different mediums as a source for
germinating seeds.
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SEEDS OF LEARNING

by Mary Rita Brady

Focus: This is a series of activities designed to expand children's
knowledge of seeds beyond that required to grow a lima bean plant.
included are concepts involving_similarities and differences among seeds,
seeds used as foodi seed embryology, and sources of seeds. The five
activities described should he taught on five consecutive days to
capitalize on interests and motivation aroused by the discoveries made
during the first activity.

DAY 1

Challenge: Are all seeds alike?

Materials_and_Equipment:

For each child:

1 hand lens
I paper towel

For each group of 3-4 children:

A tray containing an assortment of fruits and vegetables cut into
sections. The following provide a good representation of seed types:

Bell _pepper

Banana
Drange,or grapefruit
Apple (an apple cut in half "around the equator," will reveal a five-
ppinted seed star;
Squash or zucchini
Watermelon
Strawberry
Grape

HowTo=Do-Jt: (Children should wash their hands before beginning since
some will taste the fruit and vegetables.- Children should be cautioned
thatimany of the seeds are not edible.) Ask children if they have ever
planted-a seed. Allow some children to describe their-experiences. Do
they think all seeds are alike? Explain that they will be observing some
seeds to answer this question.

Groups of no_more than 3,or_4 children should share a tray, Children
should be instruC:ed to focus the hand lens close_to the object rather than
close to their eyes. As children observe seeds, they should be encouraged
to classify the seeds: edible - non-edible, large - small, shape,_color,
many = feW, rough - smooth, etc. Also encourage children to verbaliZe
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other observations; how see s are arranged, how they are attached to
the fruit; etc;

Children should reccgnize many of,theidifferences among seeds and should
develop at least one method for classifying the seeds they have observed.

Select a seed_classification_system;_e.g.;_size_, and develop a class bar
graph. _On_a large sheet of posterboard, draw two columns divided-into
equal squares. _Label theicolumns Large and,$mall. Children should-place
one seed from each type of fruitior vegetable studied on the graph in the
appropriate column. Compare. Did wo have More large seedt or more small
seeds?

Prepared graph poster

I I

I

I

I I

I I

I I I,- 1
LARGE SMALL

Further Challenges: What seeds_can you find_at_home?__ Ask each child to
being to Stheol a Seedfrom home.. Allow time for each child to describe
his seed, its origin, etc. Prepare a class display of seeds.

DAY 2

Challenge: Which seeds do we eat?

Materials and Equipment:

A group of edible seeds, including:

Pumpkin seeds
Sunflower seeds
Nuts of various types
Peas

Corn
Pomegranate



How-To-Do-IL: Ask children if they know of someone co-io uses seeds for
food. Some will know that animals eat seeds, but few will realize that
people do. Tell the class that they will be tasting various types of seeds.
Again, caution children that not all seeds are edible, and that they should
consult a grown-up before eating an unknown seed.

If a pomegranate is available, do not permit children to :iandle it. Cut it
open in front of the class and display the seeds. Explain to children that
only the seeds of the pomegranate are eaten. Allow children to taste the
seeds if they wish.

Children should wash their hands before eating the seeds.

Ea-ch_Of the_children_should_have their own samples of seeds from which
choose those they want to eat.

As_children_eat..seedsi_discuss _the type of covering each comes in and the
type of plant each grows on. Disp7ay some seeds (e.g., nuts, peas) ih
their original covering.

Children will recognize that seeds are an imoortant food source for people.

Further Challenges_: What seeds_:a Nou f:ld in the kitchen? Ask chilldren
to explore their kitchens at home tt.h Fwental assistance!) to lot:ace
edible seeds; If possible, samplrs 0ould be brought to scho:A.

1.AY 3

Challenge: Where does a baby pl,ant come from?

Materials and Equipment:

For each child:

1 lima bean seed. Seeds should be soaked in water overnight in an open
container_before use. Extra seeds should be available;
1 hand lens

HowTo-Go-it: Ask children to speculate about where a baby plant comes
from. Explain that they will see the baby plant "hidden" in a seed.

Each child should perform this activity individUallY.

Peel the seed coat off of the seed. Explain to the children that a seed
coat_performs many of the same functions that their own coat does. Discuss
these functions.

Separate_the two halves of the seed. Use-the hand lens tO observe the:baby
plant. Note small leaves._:Explain: to children that the baby plant will
get food from the seed until it is big enough to make its own food.
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Have the children pantomime a baby plant's actions as it pushes open the
seediibreaks the seed coati pushes its way up through the soil; and
unfolds.

FurtheriChallengps_: Do all plants come_from_seeds? Explore other ways to
start plants, such as bulbs, runners; cuttings; etc.

DAY 4

Challenge: Do small plants grow from small seeds?

Material s__and_ E_qui lament:

For each child:

2 milk cartons or other planters
Potting soil
3 large (beans; peas) and 3 small (grass; radish) eds

Have_a brief discussion with children-to review the
differences_they observed in seeds. Are-all seeds the same size?' Can
large plants grow from small seeds? Explain that they will experiment tO
find out.

Each child should do this activity individually.

Each_child_should_put_the same amount of soil in two milk cartons and make
three holes of_approximately-the same-depth in eachicarton. (To make,:
holes, children can insert-their forefingers into the soil up to the first
knuckle.), Three-small seeds should be planted in_one containerandithree
large seeds in the other. Containers_should_bematered with_approximately
the-same amount of water_and_placed next_to each_other_in a sunny spot.
Children should observe cortainers each day and note differences in
germination and growth rat-cs and appearance uf plants.

Children will-recognize that nOt all-baby plants look alike:or grow at the
same_rat, Children will conclude that smaller seeds usually produce
smaller plants.

After plants_have_grown4 have a_ class_discussion to summarize similarities
and differences children have observed.

forther_Challenges: Look at some other seeds. Describe how the baby
plants will look. Plant the seeds and observe the plants to check your
predictions.
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DAYS

Challenge: Where do seeds grow?

Materials_and-Equtpment:

None. However, the teacher may want to make an advance trip to the area to
determine whether it contains enough seeds to conduct the activity.

How-To-Dcb,rt_: Ask_children to name some places that seeds grow. Tell them
that they will be going on a seed scavenger hunt (on school grounds, in the
neighborhood, at a park) to find seeds in the places they grow.

This can be a whole-group activity, although sufficient adults should
accompany the children on the walk so that there is a ratio of one adult to
five children.

As_you well( about the area, identify grass seeds, wildflower seeds,
dandel eeds, pine cones, etc. Encourage children to find seeds also.

cleds to take back to the classroom. (Be selective so as not to
cauie environmental damage.) Children can use them to decorate pictures,
make collages, etc.

Further rhallenges: 10-:..re else do seeds grow? Encourage children to
collect other seeds in their yards, etc. to bring to school to add to class
display.

References: Related expe.:0;.es may be found in:

Teacher's Guide for Growin9 Seeds_ (Elementary Science Study). Nashau,
NH: Delta Education, 1967.

Carin, %,rthur A., ;:nd Robert B. Sund. Discovery Activities for Elementary
Science. Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1980.



LEAVES!!! LEAVES!!! LEAVES!!!

by Rowlee Miller

Focus: The skills of ordering and classifying are developed with these
activities.

Challenge:_ 'The children are asked to sort_leaves_according td color and to
plate them in order from the largest to the smallest.

Mater_i_als and Equi_pment:

Laminating machine. Large assortment of brightly colored leaves, :(Leaves
of houseplants, vines, and shrubs can be used in addition to tree leaves.)

HowrTo-Do!rIt: This is a versatile activity. An regions_of_the country
with brightly_tolored_fall leaves, it may be_done as part of the autumn
study. In_other_areasi_it_can be done any time the skills of ordering and
classifying are being taught;

Collect the leaves and place in a heavy book, such as a catalog. Make sure
the leaves' edges are smooth. Allow them to dry overnight. Laminate and
trim the leaves. They will remain usable fur years,

There are several activities_that_can be done_with_the leaves. (1) The
children can sort_them_according to color-=red, orange, purple, green, etc.
(2)_ThE'y can_count_them; (3) Place in order from the biggest to the
smallec,t (4) Find-the,longest and theishortest. (5) Use them for
languago development, Haveieach student choose a favorite_and_tell_why
Have the students describe them usirl as many_terms as_possible. _If_the
leaves were collected on schoOl property or in the_neighborhood., take the
thildren_on a_scavenger htiot to fir's the trees that match the leaves. (6)

Let the children stapie them tither in long chains to decorate the room.

Further Challenges: Develop a "deck" of leaves with two of each kind. A
form of "Concentration" can be played by matching the leaves.
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STOP COOKING

by David R. Stronck

FOCUS:- FoOdS will retain:their highest levelS of nutrition When they are
eaten fresh, raw, and entire.

Chall_e_n_g_e_: Do children prefer to eat vegetables raw or cooked?

Mati2ria1s and Equipment:

Stove or_heating element
Pot or pan with water
Variety of vegetables, especially carrots, beets, and tomatoes
Knives
Spoons (may be plastic)

(For Further Challenge) seeds of vegetables and small plot of land

How-To-Do-It: Ideally, the children will grow their own vegetables by
using a iirraT1 plot of land. They can plant the seeds, water them, and
harvest them. Carrots are especially hardy and thrive even at cool
temperatures. Children usually take great interest in any vegetables that
they can grow and tend to develop taste preferences from this interest.

Discuss with the children their likes and dislikes toward vegetables. Many
children strongly dislike carrots and peas because they P-e often
overcooked intoatasteless mush. In this activity, children are invited
to eat such vegetables raw. They may discover that these same vegetables
are delicious in the raw state.

Use the children as much aS possible in washing1and1 sorting out samples of
the vegetables. For example, one child may be in charge of giving out
samples of raw carrot sticks. Cook samples of each vegetable by boiling in
water. These samples can be delivered to the children by using spoons.
Encourage each child to eat a small piece of a raw vegetable, e.g., a pea,
and the same as a cooked (boiled) vegetable. Do this for any convenient
number of vegetables.

Conclude the activity With11adiscusstOn of preferences. Explain the
nutritional advantages of NOT cooking. Americans tend to dislike
vegetables especially becaTa7 of traditional overcooking. Let the more
adventuresome children lead the timid children into trying a variety of new
tastes and developing new attitudes.

Further Challenges:

1) Plant a small vegetable garden that will be tended and observed by the
children.

2) Keep raw vegetables in the classroom for eating by the children.
Encourage such foods to replace junk foods; e.g., candy, doughnuts, etc.
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TASTY DRIED MORSELS

by Charles R. Barman

Focus; The children will observe the foOdipreservation technique kno4n as
dehydratiOn. As tho are intrOdUted_tö_thiS technique, they will observe
the changes that occur to fruit as it dries;

Chanenge: The children will examine the effectiveness of food dehydration
by applying this technique to the preservation of apples and pears.

Mate.ials and Equipment:

Cheesecloth
Kitchen knife
1 or more apples
1 or more pears
Hand magnifying glass
1 or more Zip-loc plastic storage bags
Scissors

The_construction procedures for t e "food drying tray" are listed following
this activity;

How-To-Do-It: (This activity will take about three days.)
Please note: Items 1 through 6 should be done by the teacher. Prepare
enough fruit so that some will be left over after every child has had a
chance_to taste one or inore samples. The left-over samples will be stored
in a plastic storage bag for a few weeks.

Please inform the children that they should wash and dry their hands before
handling any of the food samples.

1. With a kitchen knife, peel the apple.

2. Cut the apple and pear into halves. Remove the core from each piece.

3. Slice the apple and pear into thin sections, about .5 to 1 cm thick.

4.: Place the food dryingitray in:a sunny spot ovfour books or similar :

objects so:that airican_flow freely through the cheesecloth. Of there is
no:access to sunlight, a:100 watt incandescent light:can be_used to aid in
the drying process. Position it about 60 cm from the food samples. Turn
off the light at night.)

5. Put the food:slices on,thetray. Spread them around the tray so that
they do not touch one another (Figure 10).

6. Cut another piece of cheesecloth large enough to cover all of the food
slices. Place the cloth over the slices.
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INVITE THE CHILDREN TO ASSIST IN THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES:

7. Turn the slices every day so they will dry_evenly; If the hUMidity:iS

low and there is a sufficient amount of sunshine, the_food_slices should
dry in aboutthree days, (If an incandescent light is used, the drying

process may be completed in less than three days.)

8. With_a_hand magnifying glass, Observe:the food samples each day. Ask

the children if they observe any changes in the food samples from one day

to the next;

9. When the fruit is dehydrated, allow each child to taste the samples.

10._Put a_few_samples in:_a plastic bag and store them in a:dry place;
After a few_weeksi ask the children to examine and taste these food samples.
This will_demonstrate the effectiveness of the dehydration process in
preserving the fruit.

Further Challenges: Bri.ngiadditonal types:of fresh_and dried fruit into

classroom. (Both-may be obtained at your local grocery store or
supermarketi) Invite_the children:to examine and taste the fresh and dried

samples. Ask them if they can match the dried samples with the fresh ones.

Reference:

Stein, S.B. The Kids' Kitchen Takeover. New Yor : Workman Publishing

Co., 1975.

Construction of a Food Drying Tray

Depending_upon_the_number of children in_classi more than:one food drying
tray may need to be constructed. A_50 cm_by 30_cm_tray will atcommodate
the slices from about two medium-sized apples and pears.

Materials and Equipment:

A_cardboard_box (50 cm long, 30 cm wide, and 10 cm or more in height)
Masking tape
Cheesecloth

for cutting cardboard
ssors

Procedure:

1; Remove the_top_from the_cardboard box; (if the height Of the bOi iS 10
cm, also remove the bottom and omit steps 2 ind 3;)

2. If the height of the box is over 10 cm, draw a iô cm line on each side
of the box.
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3. With a (utting tool, such as an "Exacto Kri.-7;"f.ut the box llong the

line of eaCh Of itS sides. This is the frair of the drying tray.

4. Cut a piece Of cheesecloth so it 4i11 fit cver the th'i? frame.

5. Tape the cheesecloth to the frame. The food drying y is now

completed.

Cheesecloth
(Taped to the
sides of the
Box)
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Books Placed Under
the Box-. Two more
Should be,placed
directly across from
theSe.
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"IT'S A ROCK...iT'S A DINOSAUR EGG...IT'S A BLUE HUBBARD SQUASH!?!"

by Lynne Kepler

Focus: Most children will nOt recognizeia:hubbardisquash for what it is.
So;_baSed -oh their obSerVatideis AlOne; Children Make guettet At tO What
exactly this large; bumpy blue thing is.

Challenge: What is this? Why do you think it is a

Materials and Equipment:

1 Blue Hubbard Squash

KowToDo=It:_ Set the_squash_on a classroom table where the children can
easily make observations of it;

Leave the squash there for serveral days. During that timecollect
observations-and discuss "What do you think it iS? Why?" i"Is there
anything inside?" "Is it alive?" "Where did it come from?"

After several_daysi gather_the children around and ask them what might help
them figure out what this object is;

Cut-the squash-open. "Now; what do you think-this is?"- (Most children
Will come up with. "pumpkin". or "squash"-once they-see-the seeds. They may
also be a bit surprised to see the bright orange insides.)

Collect the seeds to roast or to dry and plant

Further Challenges: Cut the_insides into chunks. Cook and mash and have
the children help in making (And eating) a qui4 bread.

Blue Hubbard Squash Bread

Sift together: 3 1/2 c flour
2 tsp baking soda
3 c sugar

Mix in: 1 c oil
4 eggs

1 tsp cinnamon
1 tsp nutmeg
1 1/2 tsp salt
2/3 c water
2 c conked squash

Bake in 2 large greased bread pans at 3500 for one hour,
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POP GOES THE jELL-0

by Eli2abeth Partridge

focus: The children will developitkilltiin predicting;_observing,
classifying; comparing, and graphing. They will also better understand
food sources.

Challengel Young thildren_are often unaware-of foOd_sources_and why_
certain Physical changes take place during the cooking process. , With this
activity; the teacher will introduce fOOd tOurces and physical change, and
reinforce skills in observing, comparing, clattifying, predicting and
communicating.

Materials and Equipment:

Regular popcorn
COlored_popcorn
Ear_of corn,
Miniature marshmallows
Margarine (2 sticks)
1 small package of Jell=0
Waxed paper
Colored markers

Popcorn:popper
Rot plate

SaUtepan_t2qt.)
Large spoon
Large bowl
Clock or watch
Metric Measuring cup
Cooking oil (if needed)

How-To-Doit_; Show children a fresh:ebb of corn, regular:popcorn, colored
popcorni_and a rcture of a cornfieldi Aiscuss_howicorniis grown. CoMpare
the_fresh corn,with the tWo typet of popcorn. Discuss likenesses and
differences. Give,the Children ismall amount of colored popcorn and let
them classify the kernelt according to color.

HaVi. ._fuen measure:popcorn (if a standard_p-opcorn_popper_is used,
meas._Jil.)Discuss what safety pretaUtions aretaken_when using
electrical appliances_and heateditUbttances. Check the clock and_have:
children predict hoW long it:Will take_for the_first kernel toibop.i Altai
have them predict hOW_Many liters of popcorn_ will pop.: Note when the first
kernel pops and cOMpare to the_prediction. While waiting for all popcorn
to popi_discust_what_makes it pop (moisture inside the kernal turns to
tteam and causes it to explode.)

After_popcorn is,popped; have theM Meat-Ore by litershow much,popcorn
popped and transfer it to a b-oWl. NOte which prediction was the closest.

Turn on hot platei_reMinding children of safety precautions. HaVe_thildren
measure margarine and_put in 2 qt. saucepan. iletithem:predict_What,will
happen to it_when_heat is applied._ Ati margarine is melting, let them
measure marshmallows and add them to the:Margarine. Again, have them
predict what will happen to the marthmallows when heated. Review how heat
changes things.
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Have childreniadd dell-0 1.(, the_mixture; Ask them whal. hap;s
J611,0_as_it is added; _Introduce the word dissolve. Poor tjr :):yr

popcorn_and let children shape into balls with iwell=buttee;
on_waxed paper to harden dnd then ev,oy! (If done aS
activity, give each child a piece of wax@ri paper -,Ind Onilwjh tr.1
a ball.)

FUrther Challenges:

1) Make a language experience chart on where popcorn ColeS fru,1 did 11,1w
pops;

2) Make popcorn collages with dry tempera paint and popcorn.

3)_ Investigate hOw the American Indians introduced the Pilgrims to
popcorn.

Recipe Chart: Jell-0 Popcorn Balls

4 cups marshmallows (miniature)
1/2 cup butter
1 small package Jell-0
4 quarts popped popcorn

.Pop popcorn. Set aside. Melt butter in saucepan. Add mar!,118v1Hws. Stir
until melted. Add 3e114. Stir until well ;nixed. Pour mixture .wer
popcorn. Mix with wellbuttered hands and form into bails. C,»1 and eat.
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sTONE SOUP

by Sheila M. dasalovich

Focus: -.Lear- Altiut the vegetable members of the vegetables and fruit fOod
group througri children's literature and a ccoking actiVity.

chaliengeL: _Identify vegetables and classify the;- as members of the
vegetables_and_fruit_food group.
Prepare vegetable soup by following a set of direr:tions. Sample vegetables
cooked in a soup.

Materials: (For a class of sixteen children)

Copy_ofStone-Snup or flannel board
and directions
16 plastic spoons
16 styrofoam cups
Paring' knife :

Vegetable peeler
Hot_plate
Large_pot_with cover

(6 quart_size)
Large spoon
Ladle
Cutting board
Measuring cups and spoons

story of Stone:Soup posting of recipe

Salt
Pepper
3 quarts woter
8 beef bouillon cubes
1 package onion soup mix
1_quartcanned tomatoes_
Vegetables (l_per_child)

(celery; green beans;_peas;
carrots, corn; potatoes; etc.)

Now-To-Do-lt:

1. Before class;:preview a copy of Stane=Soup or make a flannel board
story out of it. HaveLeachichild bring in a_vegetable from home to put
in the soup.- Place materials for cooking activity on table. Also;
post the followin recipe and directions for vegetable soup on poster
paper or:the chalkboard._ (Picture iclues can be added to the recipe and
directions to facilitate understanding by children.)

Vegetable_Soup

12 cups-water
8 beef bouillon cubes :

1 package_onion soup mi
l_quart canned tomatoes
Vegetables (1 per child)
Salt
Pepper
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aixections

1. Measure water into pot.

2. Add houillon cubtfs.
3. Add onion soup mix.
4. Cover. Bring to a boil.

5. Wash vegetables.
6. Peel and cut up vegetables.
7. Ad.1 vegetables to water.
R. Add canned tomatoes.
9. Add salt and pepper to taste.

10. Cook on low heat for 2 hours.

Part

2. Gather the children together in the storj area. Tell Or read StOne

Soup
Questions to use-with the_story:

How doiyou, make stoneisoup?
NaL.:: the things used to make stone soup. These things are called

ingrenients.
Wha-E-TrTja)ent is unusual? _Why:was it put_in the soup?
What food_groups do these_ingredierits belong tO?
Most of the ingredients belong to which_food_grodp?
Without the unusual ingredient, this soup would probahly be

called Y?

_Part .1i

3. Move from the story ar2a to 'he cooking area.
4. Observe and identify each vegetable; Classify vegetables by color,

size, etc.
5. Discuss how to make so...p. Pr.view recipe and directions.

6 Follow directions f,;( Aetable soup, allowing children to measure
water, wash vegetables, add ingredients, etc., with adult supervision.
Cutting should be done by an adult. Save a feW pieces of each raw

vegetable. Caution children about hot pot.

7. Taste soup when done. Remind children that soup is hot.

Tasks to do with soup:
Describe the flavor of the soup.
Compare pieces of raw_vegetables and cooked vegetables.
How are they the same? Different?

_Pa_rt_ I LI

8. Have children draw and color pictures of ingredients for vegetable
soup and pictures that illustrate the steps of the directions.

9. Have the children classify pictures as ingredients and directions.
10. Arrange direction pictures in correct sequence.
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Further Challenges:

1) Grow some vegetablPs.

2) Take a trip to the produce department of a local grocery store or
vegetable garden.

3) Classify vegetables as vrts of plants.

4) Make fresh fruit salad and identify a -lassify fruits.

Rieferamces_:

Barufaldi,_J., et al. Heath_Science-Leve1 K. Lexington, : D.C. Heath

and Co., 1985.

Carratello, P. Fo0 and Nutrition. Sunset Beac , (;A: Cracchiolo/Smith,

1980.

Paterson, ). Stone Soup. Mahwah, NJ: Troll Associates, 1983,

Rhodes, J.O. Nutrition Mission. Carthage, IL: Goud Apple, Inc., 1982.
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YFLLOW FLOWERS

by John Butler

Focus: Children will learn about three adaptations that make the daAelion
sUtteSSful plJnt.

ChallengP-: We can find plentiful dandelions in many places. What Ink.JS
this yellow flower so successful?

Materials and Equipment:

Garden_trowel
Handlens
Dandelion picture (if possible)
Container to hold dandelion

How=To4o-It: Plants and animals try to stay alive and expand the Oaces
where they live. They have needs that must be met, like getting water and
food and reproducing. The ways they meet these needs determine if they
will thrive.

"'_Tell_me what you know about_dandelions. (Show picture of,dandeliOn::07
_

actual specimen.) Ho'," do they stay alive? How db they get Water? HOW dO
they make and send out seeds?"

Today, Weimill_take_a_walk to learn_about dandelions; _We will f'nd
lOok_at_them, dig_some ut of_the ground; and look at the roots." Take the
Chtldren_on_a_walk and have_them observe the above items. If the dandelion
seeds are ready_for_disbursement, they:will:see the:parachute apparatus
which allows widespread seeding. Let the studehts blow a hoe bf teeds
away.,-Let them:try to Pull a dandeli)n_OUt_of the_grodnd. They loll come_
op With stem,and head; i:he root will_stay in the,ground._ If_they dig.,;,mt a
Ondelioni_they can inspect_the_thick tap_root_Oich is,r2sponsible for
Water and_mineral intake and for firm anchorage; Discuss with the children
their findings;

further Challenges: Dandelions are perennialS. A new plant will grow from
the root each year._ The children may want to bring in a stemless root,
transplant it, and let it grow.

They could plant dandelion seeds or sprout them on a piece of moist paper
towel. (See Bagararium Activity in this Sourcebook.)

References:

Blough, Glenn. Discovering Plants. New York: McGraw-Hill 1966.

Link, Michael. Nitures aassroom. New York: National Audubon Society
1978.

Russell, Helen; Ten Minute Field Trips. Chicago: J. Ferguson Publishing
Company, 1973.
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ANIMAL HABITATS

by Ellen Snoeyenbot and Wil.ird J. acobson

Focus: To discover and determine what different environments and habitats
a variety of animals live in.

Challenge: Where do animals ii90? WhAtif0Atdi7ét dd. they come_eguipped_
With that make one environment better tuited for them than another? Can
they live in more than one environment?

Materials_and-Equipment:

Large manila cards with colorul photos of animals on them.

Three category_cards to be placed out on a mat to designate rr
different categories.

Categories: Set I Land/Water/Air
Set 2 Desert/Jungle/Plains
Set 3 Hot Climate/Temperate Climate/Cold Climate

How-To-Do-It:

I. Show_children_the_three_category_cards_in_Set I and_talk about the_
differences_between them. Try to get them to reason what an animal_
might need in order to live in one of these environments. Use Land/
Water/Air classification first.

Start tOth one picture and aSk aichild tti place it_on_the mat_under the
appropriate category; Atk Why they chose a particular category;
Encourage_logical deductive thinking and verbalizing their reasons for
their choices.

4. Only after the children find Sot l eas:, Mould you go to Set 2 or Set 3.
Repeat Step 2.

FUrher Challenges;

I) What ,;ould people need to live in these environments?

2) _Children love to cut and paste. Encourage thom,to make murals Or
scrapbooks with different headings for the different Categories.

3) A:wide variety of_animals_frOM Widely differing climates and habitats
livei zoos; _What do the zoo keepers do to make life pleasant for the
various kinds of animals?

4) Take a trip to a zoo or game park to .-Ae these animals in the flesh.
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KEEPING UP WITH SNAILS

by David R . Stronck

Focus.: Ch11 lren can observe the behavior and preferences of common ,!irden
sne'ls.

Challenge:, Discover where riails like to live and how they move to their
preferred homes.

Materials and Equiment:

Helix, a_common.land_snail_found_in_many_gardens_and some woods._ You may
bc_abk_to collect_these snails_locally_on_warm. nights_by _using a_
flashlight_near the_edge _of bushes _or shrubs; (Keep the snails_in a cool,
moist terrarium with occasional feeding of lettuce. The terrarium 71:iy be a

large jar with air holes in the lid.)

Containers,:e.g.ilsmall plastic_or cardboard_cartOns:
(If:the . activity is done indoors) old newspapers, moist toii ,Ath soMe
small green_plants_____ _

(For Further Challenge) glass or clear plastic jars

How-To=Do=It-: Explain that we humans like tp sleep where it_ is dry and
warm. Ask,wherei_snafls like to sleep. We can 1scover by observation what
snails prefer. We can test our guesses by making good observations.

If_the.activity is_doL outdoors,_select_a_site_where.the_land snail_s_are
normally_found; _Ideany; the children_will find the ails; e;g.;_hiding
under_leaves_on the protected, dark side of a bush: r.:earlyidefine the
areajor such_a search,,,_ only along_tho nnri of the school
huilding. Explain i:o:the chltdren how the ifl gently lifd by
its thell and placed in a container.

The:children should work_in_pairs or_in groups of three; After they_find
snails, they_should_place them at a point_between a dark; wet area and a
bright; relatively dry area. You may define such a point as anywhere along
a lineinear the front margin of a hedge of bushes. Allow the children to
watch their snail(s) and tO share their Observations with other groups.

If the_activity isidone_indoorsi_the_snails may_be_placed on a sheet of old
newspaper_i_at a point between_some_moist soil_Oreferably_with_small_green
plantS)_and_a_dryi_well-lighted_area._ _There should be one or_more_snails
for each group_of two_or three students; Again the children can observe
the preferred direction of travel.

The children are expected to:0;erve a preference for cool, wet areas. The
activity should end with:a discussion-_of Who guessed correctly the places
preferred by tnailt and how snails differ froM humant.
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Further Challenges:

1) Keep some snails'in a terrarium-in-the classroom. The terrarium may be
a_simple_glass_jar with holes for air in the lid. Put some moist soil An

the bottom of_thi_s_terrarium; InViteithe children to predict what-foods

the snails_will eat. Be sure_that lettuce_is:included sione:01:the foods.

Observe which foods are gone after they_are_placed_fcw t dwin the

terrarium. Discuss how snails won't oat junk food; e.g;i candy bait, ett;

21 The snailS cAn be placed in glass or clear plastic jars; The children

can then_observe the movement of the snail over the glass surface by

looking through the_glass at the undertide of the moving snail. The snail

moves rhythmically by peristalsis; i.e., a contractile and_expulsive

muscular movement of a hollow organ in the body. The muscle on the foot of

the_snail glides over a mucus film laid down by glands of the snail. The

children may also be able to observe the eating of some lettuce by a snail.

Referencp:

Morholt, Evelyn, Paul F. Benjamin, and Alexander Joseph. A Sourcebook for

the Biological Sciences_. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1966.
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MAKING "YUKS" "AHAS" . AN INQUIRY STUDY OF SPIDERS

by Bonnie Bar:.

FaUS: _The abilitY tO atk gOod questions is a prime trait_Of a Stientitt.
The question_asking tkill_can_be_nurtured at a_very_youhg_age Thit_Skill
can best_be devel_oped:by providing children with:open-ended experiences
which_stimulate questions; In this activity, children will practice the
question asking skill while they explore the world of spiders. Children
may have, had:"yuk":exposures,to spiders in the past. "Yuk" encounters can
put roadblOtkS in the path of learners which may hihder_thehl for a
1ff-604-lei :A ptititiVe_and productive exposure to a "Yük" entountOr tan help
change it into an "Aha" experience;

_Challenge: How is a sp:der like a fly? _Different? Where does the
spideFis web come from? How does the spider use its web? How often does a
spider ms-e a_new wob?_ !-Iow are insects trapped in the web?, What does 0
spider eat? How:much does a spider eat:each day?_!Can a,Spider hear? See?
DOOS a Spider take certain path5 when it trottet itt Web?

1ateria1s_andflnipmen4-.

A:fiction book on 5piders
Picture books on spiders
An orb-weaving spider:
Spider cage (instructions follOW thit attivity)

HOW-ToDoAti: An appropriate way:to_start a spiHr, v with young
children ii_to read_th Eric Carle's book; Tht Sp:ide_r_. The
children can feel the web grow from page to pa. read:ask children
questions such as: From what, part-of the spid 4 does the:web (ome?
How many spiders work:on a web? Did the so i Straight_Or
tirtOlar strahdS:fli.St? To what did the spider fasten itt web? Why did
the spider make its web?

Tell the children that:they_are going to watch in their classroom a rea)
spider at work.Show the children-the garden spider in the cage. Allow
some time foP visual_exploration-of the-spider. :Probe:their observationS
with:questions such aS:- How is-the realspider like the ohe:pittured in
the bOOk?- Different? HOW is the_web_like that pictUred in the botik?-_.
Different?: When the tpider_is standing_in_one platia,_dOet any paet of it
move? With hoW Many legs does the spider hold onto the web?

Tell_the_children_that_they will_feed_the spidersiwith,flies,., Show them,
howthe_fltes will be put ihto-the cage through_the:hole in the top:panel
of_the frame. (You will want to organize fly, beetle, or moth catching_
squads.) Garden spiders:will also eat mealworms. Stopper the hole_with_a
Moist piece:of cotton. Thit preventS etcape of the tpider and tuppliet it
With the water it needt.
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Model respect for living things; Make sure the spider is well fed and
watered. When the study is complete, release the spider.

Further Challenges:

1) Webs can be preserved and saved for study. To do so, gently remove the
Plexiglas panels from the rcIe. Placr the spider in a jar. Gently place a
piece of black constrvc.ior paper flat against the web; spray the exposed
side of the web with a.

.7 'ay, 'The spray will cause the web to stick to
the paper. Blow agc . %o assu-E contact of the web with the
paper. Cut the threa,-,- ,n 5,4eb to the frame and remove the
mounted web. For prctect;o.-., p,. V12 mounte wet /nto an acetate cover
(i.e., page cover for photc .;711)0.

2)_._On pegboards or branched tvi;'; have children weave "spider webs" from
yarn;

3) Track a spider. Place a jar lid on-a large sheet of _whiteipaper. Fill
the- bottom of the lid with India Ink. _Gently pour a spiderj which has been
trapped in a jar, onto the_ink. :leave:tracks as_ it_runS
froarthe_ink_across the_paper. How many tracks does the spider make?
Whith foot made which track?

4; _Sing spider songs, such as "Incy,_bincy, spider," improvise movement
activities based on the spider's movement;

14"

IR"

Scrow 2"

support structure
tu bottom et
frame.

Grooves from both sWes on sides and bottom of frame. !,crew bottom tu

sides.

Top panel of frame cut 2-,/4" x 113": Drill !-," hole in center of top pc. 1._

Attach top panel io sides with screw eyec. Slide Plexi9las panels (16%, x

into grooves on both sidec of frame.

References-:

Eric. The Vea Busy _Spider. New York: Philomel Books, 1983.

Darby, Gene. Jerry Finds Spiders. Austin, Texas: Steck-Vaugh Co;, 1969.

Perry. hyllis Jean. Spiders. Minneapolis: T.S. Denison and Co., Inc,

,tle, Verne N. Spiders. Cornefl Science Leaflet, Vcil. 60, 1966.

-sworth, Dorothy. The Story of Spiders; Garden City Books, 1959.
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FEEL THE FFATHERS

by John Butler

Focus: :Chi1dr,2n, will develop the skill of observation by using the senses
of touch and sight,

Challenge:: "let's see what we can learn about feathers by touching and
looking at them,"

Materials and Equipment:

Feathers
Hand lens or large magnifier

Raw-Jo4loIt: Say, "Today I have brought in some feathers. What do you
know about feathers? What-kind of animals produce them? What do feathers,
feel,like?" Hold up,a feather. Show the children some ways to look at and
toucnthe feather. Use magnifiers if you have them and if the children are
able toiuse them:successfully, Have the childrenmove the_feather_against
and batk_along_the grain as they touch it with their fingers and_face. As

the_children_work_with_their_feathers;_they_will develop observations;_
discuss these_with them. Some will notice the lightness_of the feathers,
some will notice the structure including the parts: shaft, vein, and barb.

Further-Challenges: -Feathers are waterproof but become clogged when too:
iiiTETEdilTs added, Seabirds suffer_a_price_when (7aught_in oil spills, Let
the:thildren add drops of water_to_a feather_with a_dropper, _The water
beads up and can run off, _Let them add drops_of cooking oil in a similar
manner. The oil soaks in and the feather becomes sticky and heavy;

References:

Ardley, Neil. Guide to Birds, Londoi-i, Englard: Piper Books, 1979,

Defendorf, Jean. _Birds. Anchorage, Alaska, Anchi oge School District,
1985.
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ALL ABOUT ME

by Mildred Moseman

Focus: As children begin to be conscious of the world about them, they
beginitoibe aware of their own bodies. Parents, too, must realize the
important role they,play in thetTs children's early development as they are
the children's first teachers.

These activities will help children to bel mderstand
themse ves, who they are, and the parts of their body,

PART A - THAT'S I

Materials and Equipment:

Paper - cut the child's

How-To-Do-It: Have eacL c) lie down flat on top of the paper. Draw
around them with a black ,:jJn. The child then colors in his shoes,
socks, hair, and clothing as well as facial features. Yarn can be used for
hair and scraps of material can be used for clothing. Have children name
the parts of their body.

PART B - BODY RHYTHMS

Materials_and_ Equipment:

Rhythm instruments

How-TorDo-!It: The_poem below, about_the_functions of_different body parts,
has_two_disFinttiVé rhythms; ;Aapping_only_on the verbs in each line, the
chldren hearthese_rhythms; Have them point to the body parts mentioned
as they say each line;

I use my brain to think, thin , thin ,

I use my nose to smell.

I use my eyes to blink, blink, blink,

I use my throat to yell.

I use my mouth to giggle, giggle, giggle,

I use my hips to bump.

I use my toes to wiggle, wiggle, wiggle,

I use my legs to jump.
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Vdryithe exercisebyinot saying th( ..irt when pointing to Use
rhythm instrumt.ntsiwhen singing_tam. songs. _For example; on Cle song
"Farmeriin the Dell," have the farmer clap his hands, shake his tambourine,
touch his toes, etc., instead of taking a wife, etc

Further Challenges: Have children make a booklet about themS01V
including such thingsias: height, weight, a self-portrait, cind

dislikes, artwork, outline of their hands and feet; ,eir home,
drawing of family and pets, a page showing skills they



HOLD A BELL AND WALK A SPELL

by Susan A. Wittek

FoctIS It is_important forchildren tu become aware of themselves as
growing;_changing beings._ Movement, as creative expression,iplaysian _

important role initheir life=building image, awareness; and-direction Of
self. In this-activity* children become aware of their b_odies_and what
they can do. They develop:coordination* large and small muscle_skills;
concentration; and:independence.__They control_their movements as they walk
around a circle holding a small bell without ringing it.

Challenge: _Children are_not to_be pushed to participate.- A lot can be:
learned just by observing. Children-will-eventually participate_when_they
feel:they are-ready. It is-important-to keep the class freei comfortable;
and individualized. Comment positively on their movements and use of
muscles_or_ whatever they seem_to be_doing well; As the term_progresses,
use_this_opportunity to challenge_them_individually. "Can you turn as you
walk like that? ... Can you_walk on t otoe? ... Can you walk sideways?
Backwards?_... Place the object in re'ation to the body, behind your back,
over your head; etc.

Materials and Equipment:

Smali bell, as shown in illustrat)
Large taped circle or any other share

How-To-Do-It: Make a circle or other shape out of masking:tape; Have the
children come to the circle and 0,t; soy: 'Theo to see that you are
sitting Oh the circle; that your legs are crossed; feet are under you; and
your hands are in your lap. Check to see that_there_is_space_between you

the_next person.." Allow time for the children to adjust themselves.-
Shcw the_children_the_bell;__Hold it between the thumb; index finger, and

Qe finger; Ring_the bell; Ask the children if it made a loud sound or
a _Jft sound. Tell-the children to c3ose Aeir:eyes and listen:to the bell
again. Agall;-osk-them if it was a loud or soft sound.: Vary:the procedure
to fit the needs of:your_children. For example; have_them raise their
hands_when thesound:stops-. Next; say: "Now we are going to_walk around
the circle_with the belli_but_this_time_we are_going to try to:not-let the
hell ring." _Demonstrate_for_the children using very slow and quiet
wovements._ From 3 sitting_position; stand and walk:around slowly and place
the bellin_front of a child. To get the action startediyou may:need to
whisper-to the child;-"Would you like to-take:this bell and place:it in:
front of someone?" The-child repeats this-action:until everyone has had a
turn. :Ask the last child to_bring the bell to_you.
Comments: The first time_you_try_thisi_children will; at_times; place the
bell in front of the persco_next to them; Don't be discouraged; As they
do the activity again ano again; movement does increase.
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It is important that children control their body on command. When this
occurs, an irier discipline developsiand: assi,3ts in cognitive learning;
Emotinnally. confidence of coordination becomes a conditioned elemen_in a
thild'S Mat; v Ton; Thns4 thei-,- physical behavior and mobility will become
a secure force for the rest of their lives;

Further _Challenges: Have the children move a.s before,-but this time hove
them carry two bells or a tray with something on it. After reading a story
or poem, ask the children . . . Can you move like that? What kind of body
shape would a certain character have?

References:

Cherry;_Clare; Creative ovement for the Deyeloping Child. Belmont,
California: Fearon Pitman Publishing Co., 1971.

Harlan, Jean_D. 'Science Expernr25-: for the Early_Childhood_years_.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrfl Co;, 1976.

Joyce, Mary. L_Teaching ;;reative Dance. California:
National Press Bcioks,
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SIFTING SAND AND OTHER PARTICLES

by Gerald Wmi Foster

Focus: Children will be able to compare sizes of particle,: by mixing and
sifting. They can also compare size of particles to size of openings in a
sifter.

Challenge: The children should be able to put 3ifters in the proper order
so that the particles will be sorted by size.

Matertal_s_and_fMApment:

Colored sand of different sizes
sat of:siftersiwith screens of different sizes
Large-tablecloth
Containers for sand

Have_a child_sit in the middle of a spread out tablecloth.
Have small containers of different sizes and colored sand in a tray-with
different sized-sifters. Ask the child what they can find:out about the :

sand by mixing the-sand and using the sifters. Make sure the sand_is kept
onAhe_tablecloth for easy clean_upi_ Children_should:be_able to put the
Sifters in the proper order according to size of particles

further=thallenges_: Have the children_make sand paintings. _Give children
such items as salt, baking soda; baking_powder, sugar, etc._to be rubbed by
colored chalk. _When rubbed by_the chalk on_a metal tray, the material
becomes that color. They can be sifted or layered in jars to make
patterns.

Referen_ce_:

Phillips, Darrel G. Sciencing: Towards Logical Thinking.1 Science
Education Center, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242, 1981.
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WONDROUS WAYS OF WATER

by Robert W. Johnson

FOcus: Water goes down, up, over, into, and out of things;

ZhallengE: How nany different ways can you make water go somewhere?

MatertaLs and Elul:pent:

Medicine cups
Eye droppers
6"_k 1/2" desk blotter StripS
Paper towels
Waxed paper
Porous/non-porous fabrics
Sand
Clay

How7To-Do-It: To start the activity, give each child one medicine cup,half
full of water. Ask them to observe.and describe the material in the cup.
What does it look like, feel like, smell like, sound like? No tasting for

safety reasons.

1. K.ss out one eye dropper to each child. Direct them to fill dropper

from the water cup. Hold dropper at eye level over work space and
gently squeeze water from dropper. Ask them to note the direction
"water goes." Record observation on chalkboard: "Water goes down."

Repeat essentially the same observing and recording procedures for the
following activities:

2. Place blotter strips in water cup. Note: "Water goes up."

3. Pass out another medicine cup filled with water. Pour this sample into
first cup. Note: "Water goes over."

With a paper towel, direct children to slide towel slowly towards over-
flowed water pile until they first touch. Note: "Water goes into."

5. Place damp paper towel somewhere in room so that it can be observed
next day. Note: "Water goes out of."

Summarize the two-day activity by noting on chalkboar :
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We found out that: Water goes _H

Further Challenges: Encourage children to experiment with materials at
hand to find new ways of making water go down, up, into, etc.

How could we change ice into water? What happens when you mix water with
(1) corn oil or (2) glycerine?

Reference:

Elementary Science Study. Drops, Streams, and Containers. St. Louis,

MO: McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 1975.
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WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE

by Phyllis Katz

Focus: An introduction to the water cycle through poem, rhythm, and song.

_Challenges: Through_the use of poetry (and/or music), the children will
become more conscious of where water comes from, that it flows, evaporates
and continuously recycles;

Materiials and Equipment: A teachericopy of the words, a tape and tape
recorder with sing;ng prerecorded, if desired, ur piano, if teacher plays.

How,-To,DG,It:_ Motivation: _Where_have_you_seen_water_today? _Encourage
chiraren to_name_and talk about all the places_in which they_are aware
there is-water, from a backyard stream to a-leaky faucet; They-will begin
to realize for themselves that water is EVERYWHERE. We_can sing a_ song (or
recite aipoem, ifithe teacher isn't musical) that reminds us all about
where water is and where it comes from and goes to:

Have children stand up, clear of any table.r, and desks. Have them move
their arms in large circles. Water goes around in circles too. Sc..y the

words to the poem, two lines at a time. Have the children repeat with the
motions shown below.

Depending on the group and teacher, the poem can now be repeated in its
entirety and set to music as given below.

Water_in_circles_
Around and around
It's up in _the airi_

Then it's down on the ground.

It flows:down in rivers
It runs_in the sink_
All_things that live here
Must take a good drink.

We use water to clean
We use water to cook
Water is everywhere
Let's take a look.

The clouds in the sky
Are just water in puffs
When they get dark and heavy
Then down comes their "stuff."
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Down comes the water
To fill up the streams
And the soft pitter patter
Can fill up our dreams.

(copyright P.K. 1981)

This can be a "theme song" for a series of lessons on water or a good
directed activity that lets the children move about while teinforcing
concepts.

Further Challen9es: _Asgeneral introduction to_a broad concept;:thiS ca
be_followedAy_many_activities Some suggestions: Have children look_
through magazines_andlocate items that have a water_content; _(They may
not have thought of juices people; pets; flowers_and_so oni_yet.)_ Water
as a liquid: Have children compare the difference between "pouring"
crayons and-pouring water into various sized containers. IfAhe group is
small enough and/or well-coordinated, they could walk through the school OP
playground arevand the_teacher_could ligt "wet" and "dry" items and gee if
the children can form categories.
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MIXING IT UP

by Leon Ukens

Focus: _This:activity will allow children:to observe:the properties:of
common_materials_when these are mixed with water. The actual results are
less_important than 'having the children utilize their powers of observation
and communication.

Challenge,: What happens wh-m various solids are mixed with water? What
happens when various liquids are mixed with HZ)?

Materials and Equipment:

Clear_plastic_cups for each child
Plastic spoons
Various solids and liquids, suk.n ,as salt, sugar, mustard, ketchup; Jell-0,
KOol=Aid, constarch, sand, grapn, food coloring, etc.

How.4o4o-It: Give each_child:a plastic cup and spoon.. Have them mix, one
at_i7ITiiiT7The_various materials you have_provided_them_with. some water.
Observe what_happens_and discuss their_observ3tions_with them,_ Pour out
the. mixture_and .repeat with.another substance. _Continue..as long.as
interest remains; The substance when_mixed with water may stay the same,
disappear (dissolve), clump, float, sink, become suspended, etc.

Further Challenges: Try mixing other substances with water. Have the
children predict first what they think will happen when mixed. Mix vinegar
and baking soda for a different type result.
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MIXING COLORS

by Janie Knight and Phyllis Huff

Focus: There are two types of colors: primary and secondary. The
secondary colors are made when two or more of the primary colors are mixed
together. Color also affects our feelings.

Background: This lesson should follow or be a prt of a study on color/
tints/shades and how they make us feel. The children should have some
awareness of the importance of color in their world: in clothing, in
foods, in decorations. The children should know the primary colors by
name.

Challano(s): what happens when different colors are mixed together? How
does the result affect us? Can the results be predicted in any way?

Materi al s and_EquIpment :

Overhead projector and screen
Clear 9" x 9" pyrex container
Water to partially fill the container
Food coloring
Record/tape player with soothing (classical) music

MowToDoIt: Begin by seating the children where they have a good view of
the screen and are comfortable. Start the music and place the pan with
water-on the overhead. Ask the children what they see. Let them describe
it. Place a drop of red food coloring in one corner of the pan. Ask the
children what they now see. What is different? What is the color? How
does it make you feel? Is it more exciting than before when there was no
color? Next to red, put a drop of yellow and watch the colors mix. What
new color do you see? How did that happen? What color have you used to
make the new color? How does this color make you feel? Continue by adding
blue next to the red; by adding blue next to the yellow. Allow questions
after each addition. After using most of the space and creating as many
colors as desired, mix all the colors together; Ask the children what
happened? How does the new color make them feel? Why do you suppose the
new color is not like the other colors?

Further Challenge: Since interest in this activity is usually very high,
the children c6UTd continue to explore in small groups using either food
coloring or tempera paints.
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ICEBERGS HAVE CALVES

by Lynne %epler

Focus: :Children will be using cOlored ice cubes to simulate iceberg calves
and to investigate the melting process.

Challenge: Children_are first asked to predict what will happen when the
iceberg calf (ice cube):is placed in water. During the investigation, they
are given the:opportunity to discuss what they see happening:to the "calf"
and to suggest conditions in which the "calf" will last the lon2est.

Materials_anci_El2ipment:

Colored ice_cubes (coloring helps the children focus on the melting process)
Small aquarium filled with water

How-To-Do-It: Set the mood for this lesson by reading Icebergs by Roma
Gans.

Nextintroduce the_iceberg calves (the name for pieces which-have broken
off of an iceberg) and ask the children what they:think will happen when
the_iceberg calves are-p17.ced in water. As the children watch; encourage
them to describe what they observe happening to the "calves."

After the Calf:has melted completely, ask the children how_they might_make
the:iceberg calves last_longer--remember it will be in_wate _Suggestions
might include_putting_the calves in colder water; putting the aquarium_and
iceberg calves_outside if_it_is cold out of doors, larger "calves," etc.
Try out some of their ideas as a class!

Further Challenges: Have the children place colored ice cubes, such as
blue ones, in liquids, such as lemonade. Have them observe the color
changes that take place.

References:

Gans, Roma. Icebergs. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1964.

Teacher's Guide for Ice Cubes. St Louis: Webster Division, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1969.
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FROST WATCH

by John Butler

Focus: Children learn that frost causes important changes in the organic

and inorganic parts of the environment. This is a seasonal activity.

Challenge: Frost occurs when water in the air or in the ground freezes to
ice. What changes in plants and the soil do you think frost causes?

Materials and Equipment:

No materials will be necessary.

How-To-DoIt: Some morning when frost is evident, usually the first time
provides motivation, say, "How many of you noticed the white covering on
the grass and windows this morning? What is it? Where does it come from?

What causes it?"

Frost is common in the spring and fall of the year. It causes some
important changes in nature. It causes plants to wilt, and the cold
temperatures which cause frost cause the ground to freeze, expand, push up
rocks, and loosen soil. Take a walk to learn about frost and the work it

does.

The children will discover wilted plants. Look especidlly for shriveled

leaves and bent stems of non-woody plants. They will find rocks from
pebble to cobble size that have been pushed to or near to the surface. The

loosening of the soil around the rocks is a natural plowing in preparation
for the natural planting of seeds which have just matured in late summer
and fall.
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Further=Challenges_.: Expanding ice has tremendous force. Frost. hedves

cause breaksiin roadways. The continual frost and thaw cycle is a major
cause of weathering and-erosion. The children can work with a model of
thiS. Tell them to find,a rock with some cracks. Spray the rock with
water soi that it runs into the cracks.: Put the rock in a freezer. Thaw.
Repeat this process. Observe the results;

The children may_enjoy collecting their own frost; Let them set out a
collector overnight; A piece ofglass works well. In the morning; they
can scrape off the frost and inspect it.

References:

Link; Michael. Nature's Classroom. New York: National Ariddbon Society;
1978.

Russell, Helen. Ten Minute Field Trips. Chicago: J. Perguson Publishing
Company, 1973.
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WHAT'S IN THE CONTAINER?

by Nasrine Abide

focus: Experiencing the presence of air and underStanding that it is
located everywhere is a difficult concept for children to understand.
this activity, children will experience the presence of air after
experiencing solids and liquids.

Challen e: What arethe characteristics of a solid in a baggie? A liquid
iin a aggie? A gas n a baggie?

Materials and Equipment:

Plastic bags
Some solids like sand, sugar, salt, etc.

_Holv-To,Do.,It_: Have the children play by pouring into a plistic bag some
TOTTE-The sand. Tie closed. Have them observe the characteriStics of
th c. sand in the baggie. Discuss their observations with them. Do the same
with water. They will probably need some assistance with this task;
Again, have them make their observations of the plastic bag of water and
diScuSs their observations with them. Repeat again with air. A swooping
motion with the bag will trap some air in it. How were they different?
How were they alike? Pour the contents of each bag out. Let the children
feel the presence of the air as it is emptied. You can "poof" the air out,
perhaps in the child's face.

Further Challenges: Have children look for the presence of air in various
places. See if they can help you collect it.
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MAGIC WIND

by Mary Rita Brady

Focus: Children will recognize that air can move objects; (Air is a very
abstract concept for young children because they cannot explore it with
their senses.) Children should have as many "hands-on" experiences with
air as possible to develop this concept.

ClialLeage: Can you move something without touching it?

Materials and Equipment:

For each child:

1 straw
A_collection of objects; including a tissue, a small ball, a small toy
car, a leaf; a feather; etc;

How-To-Do-It: On a windy day; direct children to look outside; Are tree
leavesimoving? Are other plants moving? Whatiis_making_these things move?
PAccept wind or air.) Explain toichildren_that air is all around us. :We
breathe_air. We_cannot see air; but we can watch it move thingS. Tell

Children that they will use air to move things.

Children should have their own straws. Instruct children not to use each
other's straws; Groups of three or four children can share a tray of the
other objects.

Children should be challenged to move each of the objects on the tray
Without_touching them_with_another_object. Childrem will_discover_that
they_can make_the_objects muve by blowing ait Oh them. Children will also
discover(or should be led to discover) that blowing through the straw
concentrates the stream of air and makes it easier to move the heavier
objects.

Children will recognize_thatAqind_canimove objects. Children Will cOnclUde
that heavier objects are more difficult to move.

Have a summary discussion with cnildren including:

Which objects were easy to move?
Which objects were difficult to move?
Which objects could not be moved?
What moved the objects? (air)

Further Challenges: Think of anothlr way to make air move the objects that
could riot be moved by blowing through the straw.

Reference: Many excellent activities for exploring air can be found in:

Harlan, Jean. Science Experiences for the Early Childhood Years.
Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1984.
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THE WEATHERWATCHERS

by Mary Ann Ellis

Focus: Weather affects each of us every day. Preschoolers can develop an

awareness and appreciation of changes in weather and increase their

vocabulary with some simple weather terminology.

Challenge: Observe weather everyday. Set simple "weather clocks" each

morning and discuss observations. Make changes as needed during the day.

Learn and use correct terminology describing weather.

Materials and Equipment:

Scraps of colored construction paper
Black_construction paper
One_metal brad_for:eachichild
Catalogue or magazine pictures

How-To-Do-It: -Begin by discussing the weather_and all the different types.
Give CiE5EtTild a paper plate that has lines_dividing it into_six_sections.

Have:students draw or paste pictures to symbolize_different weather
conditions_such as: sunny, cold, snowy, warm, windy, rainy; Each morning
when they arrive at schoOl, discuss the weather and let each child set his/

her weather clock. Make changes during day if they occur.
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LIGHTS PLEASE

by John Butler

Focus: _ Children wiil learn that light moves_from a source and that it tan
move through some things and not through others.

Challenge: What things can light travel through? What things can light
not travel through?

Materials and Equipment:

FlaShlights
Transparent objects
Opaque objects
Transluscent objects

How To7Do-It:1 Darken:the room as:much as possible. Shine a flaShlight on
the walli_ Ask the_children hOw the_light got there. Hold a_book_in front
of the flashlight_and_try again. _Discuss the_difference with them._ After
giving_the children_flashlights., instruct them to find things_that light
can travel through and things it cannot; Hold up the materials they tested
and discuss their results;

Further Challenges: See if anybody can come up with a generalization about
objects that light can pass through and objectS it cannot. See if they can
take a transparent Object and make it an opaque one.

Reference:

Freeman, jra,M. Physics Made Simple. Garden City, : Doubleday and
Company, 1965.
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A FLASHLIGHT PARTY

by John Butler

Focus: Children will develop the skill of observation; Observation is an

important skill. Professional scientists might observe the behavior of
feeding whales or the effects of a black hole.

Challenge: The use of a flashlight motivates and enables the children to
look more closely at things in the room. What new things can the children

notice? What new view of old things can they notice?

Materials and Equipment:

Flashlights

Darken_the_room_as_mv;h_as_possible. _Make_sure each:child
has a flashlight; Instruct them to Mok_around_the room and_to_notice
something they may never have noticed before. Warn them to be careful
about running into each other or other items. The children will shine
their lights on various-things as they move around the room. One might
focus on_a square of:tile or carpeti another at-jackets in the closet and

another at some_sticks in_the science center. Discuss with them their

findings. You may want to do this as they are discovering.

Further Chall_enrs: Hide some item in the room. Describe it to the

children. See if they can find it with their flashlights.
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COLORED LIGHT

y Gerald Wm. Foster

Focus-: Children will Alse_colored cellophane_to_make_different colors;
They will also see_that objects have different colors_when looked at
through the cellophane. This is the basis for camouflaging.

Challenge: What colors are prOduced when different:colors of cellophane
are pLaced over various objects? What co ors will disappear wheh variouS
colors of cellophane are held together?

MateriaTs and Eluipment:

Pieces of red, blue, yellow:and green cellophane
Set:of crayons or magic markers
Plain White paper
Set of colored pictures

How=ToDo=Lt:_ Ask the children to hold up cellophane to either a Tight
coming_from in the room or at a window_. Tell them to hold different pieces
of-cellophane together and look through them:to see if there are any:
differences in colors. Have the children make certain colors by:combining
certain colors of cellophanei_ Have them match_crayon colors with:colors
produced by the cellophane Ask them to look at Objects_through different
ccilors_of cellophane to see what happens; _Have the children_walk around
with colored cellophane over their eyes; Have them discuss what happens;

Further Challenges: This could be followed up by giving the children small
cups of colored water and eye droppers to make new colors. Note: Color
mixing with light (cellophane) and with pigments (colored water) are not
the same.
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WHAT DO I LOOK LIKE?

by StearnS W. Rogers

focus-: This activity will deal with observations made by children as they
look at their reflection in a flexible mirror.

Challenge: How does their image change as children change the shape of a
flexible mirror? Can they make any predictions about their image?

Materials and Equipment:

Piece of clear flexible plastic (transparency or plastic report cover)
Piece of dark construction paper

How To-Do-It: Place the construction paper behind the clear plastic. It

E-J-ifflaled with tape. This is your mirror;

Bend the two sides of the mirror toward you. Look at yourself. Bend the
two sides of the mirror away from you. Look at yourself. Bend the top and
the bottom of the mirror away from you. Look at yourself. Bend the top
and the bottom of the mirror toward you. Look at yourself. Bend the
mirror in various other ways. Look at yourself.

Further Challenges) Make or visit a mirror funhouse. Try using
constructirTri paper of different colors;
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SHADOW SUSPENSE

by Joan Tephly

Focus: i_Young_children_loVe_shadow play._ Shadows are like magic to them ==
first they_areithereiand then they are gone. Shadows ciin be,used in oany
ways_in_the early childhood curriculum, providing children with 6'4-Ay

manipulative experiences.

Challenges: By explOring shadOW fOrMS, young Children will discover that:

1. Shadows_are formed by an object or objects coming between a light
tource_and a_surface;____
2. __Shadows_can be_manipulated and changed (sometimes a shadow Will
resemble the real object and sometimes it won't);
3. Sometimes there is no shadow.

Materials and Eaul2ment:

Lattip nr filmstrip/slide projector

White,bedsheet_or_large white paper to use as a screen
8-10 familiar classroom objects

How-To-Do=It: Introduce,shadOws At A ge..bdp tiMe.__ Use a_light source,
famifiTiFETissroom objectsi and 6 "ttreen" surface for projection.
Position the "screee_in a manner_So__that the_children_will be on one side;
and youi the:light source,__and the objects will be on the other. This is
the tame positioning as would be used for a shadow puppet show.

Create interest by beginning with a guessing game. Hold up a few of the
classroom objects, one at a time, creating a shadow and ask the children to
identify each. Children love to have some control so once the guessing
pattern is established, allow individual children to take turns "being the
teacher" and making the shadow with a mystery object.

After this introductory experience, allow the children one or two days time
to manipulate and explore shadow=making with these objects and any others
they choose. This can be done tingly or with classmates during open-choice
times in the daily schedule.

During such explorationi occasionally guide the children's exploration:
What kinds of shadows can they make? Can they make shadows move and change?
Can they make shadows which look like other objects? Can they make a
shadow larger and smaller? What are ways to make a Shadow go away? Your
local libraries will probably have a book or two demonstrating hand shadows.

Once this interest in and fun with shadows is established, extension is
possible with many other activities (see Further Challenges).
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Further Challenges:

1) Catch shadow profiles (an adult usually needs to do the "catching" as
preschoolers'_hand control is not steady enough). Seat the child between a
light source and a piece of black paper. Encourage the child to hold still.
(I tell them to hnld still while I count to 20.) Outline the head profile
with a pencil or white crayon or chalk. The children enjoy guessing each
other's silhouettet.

2) Prepare and present a shadow puppet show using a familiar story with
few props, such as "The Billy Goats Gruff.L

4) Play_"Catch My Shadow" (bett at an outdoor game); Children run acrots
a sunny area with shaded "safe" zones at either end; "It" calls "ShadoWs,
run!" "It" captures other children's shadows by jumping on them. Those
children whose shadows Are_captured must join "It's" team. In games such
at this, children must be taught to be careful of each other in the
capturing act to avoid injuries.

4) If an overhead is available, children can make their own transparencies
using shadows of their choice. Making A shadow of their name is always
enjoyed. Turning the transparency around and over is valuable exploration.

_
5) An extension of two and_three dimensional shapes and their shadows is
valuable with the older or gifted preschool child. Two dimensional shapes
can be explored using open wire geometric shapes (circle, triangle, etc.).
Unit blocks can be used for three dimensional shape exploration.

6) Look for books_both about light And shadows and with stories using
shadows as illustrations. An excellent example of the latter is_the book
Mother, Mother, I Feel=_SAckt tall_for The Doctor_Quick, Quick, Quick! by
Remy ChaMpl-iiaTi aviTTable through ScOastic Books.
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GROWING SHADOWS

by David R. Stronck

FOCUs: The length
Ef the sun .

shadows change with the time Of the day and the angle

Challelge: Is my shadow taller or shorter than my body?

Materials and Eqyiprnent:

Siring
Marking pen
Chalk

(For Further Challenges) ruler, flashlight, sundial

How=To=Do-It:i On a_sunny_day_plan to look at shadows at leaSt
at two Tntervals_separated by two or more houS.L Eath timei_take the

children to the same place outdoors._ Have_them mark their spot for
standing._ On a_lawn;_the place can be marked by a small garden stake; On
asphalt_pavement, chalk can mark the Spdti In a rocky field, a small pile
of rocks may be used.

The children should work in groups of three. The first child stands at a
selected spot and observes_their shadow. The length of the shadow is
measured by using a long string. A second child holds one end of the
string to the tip of the standing child's shoe. The third member of the
team stretches the string to the Ond of the shadow and marks the string
with the marking pen. Masking tape on the string is another way to mark
the length of the shadow.

Have all the children comparP the lengths or their Strings. Taller
children will have longer strings. Save these Strings for comparisons. If
the first observation is done at 9 a.m., a Second observation could be done
at noon,: The noon shadows Will be much reduced in length, in comparison
with the morning (or afternoon) shadows. Have the children compare the
length of their strings at the two di ferent times of the day. Invite them
to explain why the lengths changed.

Further Challenges_:

1) Use rulers to measure differences in the length of the strings. Record
these measurements. Compare the measurements at the same times of the day
with different dates in the year. Note the seasonal changes of the sun's
angle.

2) In a darkened classroom, use a flashlight to compare the length of
shadows from a small object, e.g., a pencil. If the flashlight is held
almost above the pencil, there will be a very short shadow. If the
flashlight is held near the table top where the pencil is held, the shadow
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may be rather long. ThiS_demonstration shows how the angle of the Sun's

rays changes the length of shadows.

3) Use a sundial to show the changing position of the sun. A simple

sundial can_be constructed by uSing any stick or pointer standing upright

on a flat plane. On the planei_a piece of wood or cardboard can be used to

mark the line of the shadow at different hours of the day. The pointer

Will be south of the plane. At noon; the Shadow should be directed along

the farthest side of the plane (from south to north). The children can

mark the lines along the shadows. They can return each day to note that

the sundial is keeping correct time according to clocks.
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WHAT'S THE ATTRACTION?

by Rowlee Miller

FotUs: Children are enenuraged to make observations and to COmfthicate.

Chatlenge: The children will become familiar With magnets and SOMe of
their uses;

Materials and Equipment:

Iron filings, round "doughnut" magnets (available atielectronit StOreS,
such_as_Radio Shack), acetate sheets, white cardboard, tape, shells, rbtks,
Or walnut shells;

HowTo-Do-It: Make cardboard faces for the children. On an 8 1/2 x 11
inch-p-eo-f stiff, white cardboard, draw a face; Do not draw any hair,
eyebrows, beards, etc. Sprinkle a liberal amount of iron filings on the
cardboard. Cover with the clear acetate film. Tape all edges securely.

The Iron filings_can be moved by a magnet to create the hair, eyebrows,
Mustache, or beard;

Blank "creative" boardsican:also_be prepared so that children can draw
their own designs with the iron filings;

Any magnet can_beused to move the filings. However, the roUnd, te-raMic,
"doughnut" magnets are inexpensive (200 and fun fOr the thildren;

Show__thechildren,how,the-magnett wi1Lattract each other_- form a stack
and_repel each other by "floating" theiii oh a pencil (reverse every other
one).

Unlike_a bar_magnet which has the poles on the AdSi the round Magnets have
them on the sides.

Allow_the children tojilake:a refrigerator oiagnet to_take home. Glue a
seashell, a small rock, walnut shell, or other object to the doughnut
magnet.

Futher Challenges: Have children sort things that a magnet will pick up
from things that it will not.
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MAGNET MYSTERIES

by W. R. Zeitler

focus: This activity is designed to be an introduction to the study of
magnets and magnetism; Much of what is discovered will be left up to the
individual child.

Challenge: How do magnets behave? What materials are attracted to a
magnet? What materials are not attracted to a magnet?

Materials and Equipment:

Magnets - bar or otherwise

How=To=Do=It: Tell the children that you are going to give them an object.
They are to find out as much about the object as they can. (Give each a
magnet.) They may use the object in the classroom or out. Permit the
children to investigate with the magnet as they wish. DO NOT tell them
that the object is a magnet. Near the end of the day, assemble the
children into one group. Ask them to tell about the observations they made
with the object. If this is not feasible, discuss it with them
individually. Ask them if anyone knows what the object is. If not, tell
them it is a magnet.

Further Challenges: Investigate any question that arises in the above
discussion. It might deal with the magnet, the materials attracted and not
attracted, or magnetism passing through various materials.
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SHOCKING! STATIC ELECTRICITY EXPERIMENTS

by Rowlee Miller

Focus:, Observation is the main skill that isiemphasized in these
activities. Encourage the children-to describe in detail what is
happening, so that -..ommunication skills are also developed,

Lilailenge: The children should learn some of the ways of giving common
objects an electrical charge.

Materials and Equipment:

Balloons :

Plastic combs
Puffed rice

How-To-Do-It: Activities involving static electricity should only be
attempted during winter months when the rooms are heated. These conditions
will generally result in dry air which is necessary for success.

Help children to blow up and tie balloons. Have the children rOb them
vigorously on their_hairor woolen_clothing._ :Let the children "stick" them
on the wall. See whose balloon stays up the longest.

Tie some thin thread _to individual pieces of puffed rice or wheat._ !,ang
them from the ceiling. Have-the children comb their hair vigorously or rub
the comb between a piece of Saran Wrap. Hold the comb near a piece of
puffed rice. See what happens, The rice will move to the comb.

Run a stream of water in the sink. Hold a "charged" comb near the stream.
See what happens. The stroam of water will move towards the comb.

Ifitne_room has carpeting, the children may "charge" themselves simply by
walking on it!!

Further Challen_121: See if other materials will take a charge, Try a
metal comb instead of a plastic one. Try rubbing a pencil with Saran Wrap
instead of the comb. Are the results the same?


